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STUDY WAS BASED STATED THAT PHONETIC, SYNTACTIC, AND SEMANTIC
FEATURES OF DIALECT DIFFERENCES WOULD EACH CONTRIBUTE TO
RESTRICTIONS ON THE AMOUNT OF INFORMATION TRANSMITTED BETWEEN
MEMBERS OF DIFFERENT DIALECTS. RACE, SOCIAL CLASS, AND PLACE
OF BIRTH WERE THE PRIMARY INDICES USED TO SELECT A CROUP OF
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SPEAKER, THE SOURCE FROM WHICH IT WAS COLLECTED, AND ITS
APPROXIMATION-TO-ENGLISH-WORD-ORDER. THE EFFECT OF PHONETIC
DIFFERENCES WAS SIGNIFICANT FOR THE WHITE MIDDLE-CLASS GROUP
BUT NOT FOR THE NEGRO LOWER SOCIAL CLASS GROUP, WHILE THE
EFFECTS OF SOURCE DIFFERENCES WERE NOT CLEARLY OBSERVABLE IN
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The Influence of Dialect Differences on the

Immediate Recall of Verbal Messages

Paul David Weener

The purpose of this study was to investigate the influence of phonetic,
syntactic, and semantic dialect differences on communication between persons
from different dialect communities. It was argued thatLdialects are defined
in terms of distributional differences in the frequency and structure of their

phonetic and semantic elements, and that9t person's ability to process natural
language is directly related to the degree to which the features of a message
match the distributional differences in the frequency and structure of their
phonetic and semantic elements, and thakya person's ability to process natural
language is directly related to the degree to which the features of a message
match the distributional features of his own dialect. The hypotheses stated

that phonetic, syntactic, and semantic features of dialect differences would
each contribute to restrictions on the amount of information transmitted between

members of different dialects.

Race, social class, and place of birth were the primary indices used to

select a group of adults and children from each of 2 dialect populations in the

Detroit metropolitan area. The group labeled LSC were Negro, lower social class,

and born in the South. The MSC group were Caucasian, middle social class, and

born in the East or Midwest. 15 women, aged 25-40, comprised the adult groups;

24 first grade children between 75-87 months of age made up the groups of children.

Language samples at 3 approximations-to-English-word-order were obtained

from both groups of adults. These samples served as stimulus materials for an
immediate recall task with the two groups of children. Each stimulus list was

presented by 2 speakers from each of the dialect groups to each S. Each stimulus

presentation was defined by 3 factors: (a) the speaker; 0)) the source from which

it was collected; and (c) its approximation-to-hnglish-word-order.

The effect of phonetic differences, predicted in Hypothesis 1, was significant

for the MSC group but not for the LSC group of Ss. MSC Sa remembered less of the

lists which were presented by the LSC speakers, but there was no significant dif-

ference in the recall of the LSC Ss on lists presented by MSC and LSC speakers.

It was concluded that the exposure of the LSC Ss to MSC dialects through school

and the mass media had developed their facility to perceive messages in this

dialect, and thus prevented a decrement in performance on the MSC-presented lists.

Those concerned with the study of subcultural dialects were cautioned by this data

not to make inferences about the decoding abilities of the dialect speaker from

the phonetic descriptions of the speaker's verbal output.

The effects of source differences, predicted in Hypotheses 2 and 3, were not

clearly observable in the data. Both groups did remember more words from lists

which were collected from their home source,producing a nonsignificant trend in

the hypothesized direction. 2 aspects of the experimental design worked against

the support of Hypotheses 2 and 3. The adult women who supplied the LSC lists

were a middle class biased maple of the community, and thi method of collecting

language samples elicited a formal style of speech.
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2 findings not directly related to the hypotheses seem worthy of further
investigation. First, a significant group by task level interaction resulted
from a decreasing difference in recall performance between MSC and LSC groups
as the structure of the stimulus lists increased. The increased "meaning" of
the higher-order lists seemed to benefit the LSC Ss more than the MSC Ss.
Second, a striking difference in the serial position learning curve was
observed for the 2 groups. This finding could contribute to a description
of the differences between the learning paradigms utilized by these 2 educa-

tional groupe.

Footnote

IThis dissertation was supported by the U. S. Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare, Office of Education (Contract OEC-3-6-061784-0508), under the
provisions of P. L. 83-531, Cooperative Research, and the provisions of Title VI,

P. L. 85-864, as amended. This thesis is one of four which have been submitted
in a complete form to the Office of Education as &pp/anent to Studies in
language and language behavior, Progress Report V, September 1, 1967.



CHAPTER

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The study of language differences within political or geographic

boundaries has traditionally been the concern of the linguists and

anthropologists. However, within the last ten years, many behavioral

scientists have focused their research and theorizing on the role of

languagein the psycho-social processes. Svciologises have increased

their interest in language behavior as the evidence mounts for a strong

relationship between the features of a person's language system and in-

dices of social success. Psychologists are becoming increasingly aware

of the pervasive influence of language on the basic psychological processes

which are used to describe human ehavior. Educators are particulakly

concerned with the results of research on language differences because

they relate so significantiy to the central educational function of inter-

personal communication.
.110.01.

It is the purpose of the present research to investigate the effects

of communicating in different social dialects by devising experimental

settings in which children respond to messages presented in both their

home dialect and another social dialect.

Sources of Language Variation

Patterns of language use withid 1 society are related to a number

of factors, including social class, religion, ethnic group, and geographical

-1-
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region. Many of the languages differences observed within a community

cannot easily be classified because the important determinants of lan-

guage vary continuously rather than discretely. Language differences

must often be defined in terms of statistical, rather than absolute,

criteria. 3ut, nevertheless, statements of general applicability can

be made about the linguistic correlates of several non-linguistic fac-

tors. The term, dialect, is used to identify linguistically defined

language differences which are associated with non-linguistic factors,

e.g., regional dialects are associated with geographical regions, ethnic

dialects are associated with a group's race and nationality, social class

dialects are defined vy differences in the occupational status, wealth,

and prestige of its users.

Language differences, which are labeled "dialect" differences, should

be considered in the light of other forms of language variation. First,

every person has a unique language system because of the complexity and

continuity of the variables which determine an individual's language

system. The term ideolect, is used to refer to the features which uniqe-

ly distinguish an individual's language system. When a group of people,

having a specific non-linguistic descriptor in common, also have features

of their language system which distinguish it from other closely associ-

ated groups of people, those language differences define a dialect. A

second, non-dialect source of language variation is the within-person

variation which is associated with different social settings. The de-

scriptive features of a person's language vary depending on his per-

ceptions of the social setting and the social prestige of the listeners.

These variations are referred to as styles,. Both ideolects and styles

must be considered in any discussion of the effects of dialect differences.



The dynamics by which dialect differences perpetuate themselves

are not all clearly understood. If two groups are isolated for geograph-

ic or social reasons, the languages of those two groups will progress-

ively diverge (Sapir, 1949, p. 150). Other things being equal, the amount

of interaction between two groups is related to the extent of language varl-

ation between those groups. However, this does not account for all of the

dialect variation present within a language community. Dialect differences

seem to be perpetuated because they serve to mark and reinforce other

non-linguistic differences which are important to members of human

societies. Throughout history, the social prestige hierarchy of a

society has been marked by distinctive linguistic features. These mar-

kers persist even in cases where there exists a great deal of interac-

tion among the different levels within the social hierarchy. There are

indications that language differences help individuals fulfill a Psycho-

logical need to identify themselves with a particular social subgroup.

It should be clear from this discussion that no dialect can be

precisely defined. There is, of course, no single dialect which is

spoken by all members of the lower social class in the United States.

Likewise, there is no single United States dialect which is uniquely

identified with all Negroes. The influences acting on the language of

any large group of people such as the lower social class or Negroes,

are so diverse that no distinguishing feature can be singled out which

every member has in common. Any classification of dialects is necess-

arily arbitrary, and the validity of any classification can only be

judged on the basis of some external, pragmatic criterion. The subsequent

labeling of dialects in this, and any research, must be interpreted in

terms of the specific social and linguistic factors which define the

individuals and their language.



Language Differences in Educational Settings

The communication problem which results from different dialects

within a given educational setting is the general issue with which this

research is concerned. Dialects associated with social class and ethnic

group are of primary concern in this research, because these variants

are the major source of language variation within a classroom.

The study of language differences is educationally relevant not

only because these differences relate directly to the communication func-

tion of the schools, but also because language plays a crucial role in

the psychological development of children. Language is used by humans

to serve a symbolic, mediating function in processing information from

the environment. Words and word structure are used to represent aspects

of the environment, and these language elements are then used in the

higher mental processes to build up logical representations of reality.

Recent studies of language functioning illustrate that even in young

children (5-6 years old) internal language controls and modifies behavior

to a great extent (Luria, 1961).

Measures of social class, school achievement, and language skills

have repeatedly been shown to be highly related. Children from lower

social class homes or minority ethnic groups usually speak a distinctive

dialect form, and displey retarded development on measures of language

skills and general cognitive functioning (McCarthy, 1954; Cazden, 19'6).

The possibility that language skills may determine to a great extent the

capacities represented in schOol achievement and IQ measures is becoming

increasingly plausible.

It seems then that children speaking dialects which differ sig-

nificantly from the dominant dialect used by teachers and teaching
L.



materials have incurred a double debt. First, these children are handi-

capped because the language system of the school is different from that

which has been learned at home. This handicap can result in ineffective

communication as well as ostracization because of the social stigma at-

tached to their dialect. Second, the features of their non-standard dia-

lect leave them ill-equipped to cope with the abstract concepts which

are emphasized in schools. This inability to utilize the mediating

function of language can result from the lack of appropriate words and

word structures or q learned orientation toward the use of language

in dealing with the environment. It is the purpose of this research

to deal primarily with the first of these language related problems.

Both problems could, of course, stem from the same source. That is,

the features of the child's language system which prevent him from

effectively communicating in the school community, may also restrict

his psychological development because of the lack of an adequate verbal

representational system.

Language Differences and Information Processing

This research proposes to discuss dialects and dialect differences

in terms of their structural features as described by concepts from in-

formation theory. The process of learning a language is described in

information theory concepts as the grouping and organizing of the ele-

ments of language into units, and then organizing these.units into

progressively larger units. Within a given language, only a limited

number of phonemes are used, and these are used only in certain combi-

nations. The child utters phonemic units in a rather random pattern in

the very early stages of language development, but later, through



selective reinforcement, only a limited number of the phonemes and

phoneme combinations are retained. At the sentence Jevel, a similar

process takes place in which the child learns that only a limited number

of word orders are permissible within English syntax.

Reducing tNe number of possibilities in a learning task is equiva-

lent to reducing the information in that task. As a child learns the

patterns of language through experience, the amount of information in a

task is reduced through th- structuring process which Miller refers to

as "recoding.' In this proCess, the units of speech are "organized by

learning patterns, and as these larger chunks emerge the amount of mes-

sage that the operator can remember increases correspondingly.' (Miller,

1956, p. 93)

Simplifying techniques, such as this process ofojecoding, are needed

because the information ptticessing abilities of humans are dependent on

rathJr inflexible input limitations (Miller, 1956; Broadbent, 1958).

0

Humans increase their capacity to deal with information not so much by

increasing their immediate memory span as by recoding and condensing

many smaller units into fewer larger units. The patterned regularity

of the spoken language facilitates this recoding process and increases

a person's capacity to deal with verbal messages.

The structural patterns of a linguistic system describe the regu-

larities with which phonemes, morphemes, and words are combined in con-

nected discourse. The phonemes in any given language system combine

sequentially in very limited ways. For example, the phoneme /p/ can be

followed by only a limited set of other phonemes, and cannot be followed

within the same syllable by /b/, /d/, /f/, /8/, and a number of other
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consonant sounds. Within the set of phonemes which can follow /p/, the

proportion of times that each follows /p/ is different. These combina-

torial patterns, or contextual constraints, are learned, and facilitate

subsequent word learning which preserves these patterns, but inhibits

learning which violates these patterns (Miller, )sruner, and Postman, 1954).

Similarly, words are combined to produce phrases and sentences in

only a limited number of patterns. The process by which these syntac-

tic patterns are learned includes the grouping of words into conceptual

categories, roughly equivalent to the grammatical "parts-of-speech." At.

the word level, only a limited numberof words can follow the word "green,"

and of this set of possible words some are more probable than others. In

terms of conceptual classes of words, only a noun or another adjective

can follow "green" in order to obey the syntactic rules of English. It

has been repeatedly demonstrated that these syntactic rules and the con-

textual constraints among words affect a person's performance on tasks

involving natural language structure (Garner, 1962; Miller, 1962). Again,

these learned patterns of inter-word structure facilitate the learning of

strings of words which exhibit these patterns, but inhibits the learning

of word sequences which do not obey these learned rules.

Dialects differ in at least one of the three linguistic levels:

semantics, grammar or phonetics. At the semantic level, a dialect may

have words which are entirely unique or which differ in meaning from

the words of another dialect. At the grammatical level, word forms

may be constructed using different morphological rules. These structural

differences between dialects may result from either unique forms or
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different expected probabilities of the same forms. Likewise, at the

phonetic level the two dialects may be distinguished by different distri-

butions of the same phonemes or by different phonemes.

At all linguistic levels, the contextual constraints among the units

within a dialect differ by varying degrees from the constraints within

another dialect. According to an information-theory model like Miller's

(1956) or an associationiatic learning model such as Osgood's (1957, 1963),

the learning of within- and between-word constraints or redundancies in-

creases the size of the units which can be remembered, processed, and

recalled. In general, when the speaker of one dialect met process a

verbal string from another dialect, the redundancy in that message is

less for him than for a speaker of the dialect in which the string was

presented. Or, since redundancy is inversely related to amount of in-

formation, the information in that task is greater for him than if it

were presented in his own dialect.

Summary

In suumary, the ability to recall a verbal message is influenced

by (1) the frequency of the subject's (S's) previous exposure to the

elements of the message, and (2) the frequency of the S's previous ex-

posure to the arrangement of the elements within the message. When a

child is exposed to some dialect other than his home dialect, the task

of information input becomes more difficult because the phonetic, syn-

tactic, and semantic features of that dialect are less familiar to him.

. This describes the situation which many children face when they attend

school. Most children from lower social class (LSC) homes, particularly

4
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those from minority ethnic groups, have learned a non-standard dialect

at home, and are taught in the school by a teacher speaking a different

dialect. The present research investigates the influence of dialect dif-

ferences on a specific aspect of cognitive functioning in an experimental

setting.



CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Introduction

The literature review will parallel the development of the problem

0

as it was presented in Chapter I. First, the. literature which describes

language differences among social groups will be reviewed. This litera-

ture is based upon research in linguistics, which provides an objective

description of language differences; sociology, which is concerned with

the covariation among language and other features which distinguish

social groups; and psychology, which studies language differences as

they relate to psychological processes. Second, the literature relating

language differences to educational issues will be reviewed. Descrip-

tive literature relating social claas, language skills,'school achieve-

ment, and measured intelligence will be reviewed, and, even more impor-

tant, the research which studies the dynamic relationships among these

factors will be considered. Third, the literature which studies the re-

lationship between different features of a linguistic message and the

ability to process that message will be reviewed. The variables which

determine the ability to recall a verbal message are of particular im-

portance. These variables are (1) the memory span of the listener, (2)

the familiarity of the listener with the elements of the message, and

(3) the familiarity of the listener with the structural, or inter-element,

features of the message.

-10-



Subcultural Language Differences

Subcultural differences in language facility have been reported

in many studies. McCarthy (1954) summarizes the research on language

differences among groups with different occupations. She concluded,

"In all these studies occupational group differences are consistent and

strikingly in favor A the upper socio-economic levels in all types of

analysis." (p. 587) A more recent summary by Cazden (1966) reports on

over 100 studies of language differences at all linguistic levels. Same

of these studies make qualitative comparisons among social and ethnic

groups; other more descriptive studies describe the quantitative dif-

ferences among different groups. In regard to the developmental studies,

Cazden's summary statement echos McCarthy. "On all the measures, in all

the studies, children of upper socio-economic status, however defined,

are more advanced than those of lower socio-economic status." (p. 191)

Irwin (1948a, 1948b) reported different developmental trends in

the establishment of the phonetic system in children from different

occupational groups. The high status group of children used a larger

number of sound types and tokens in the 18-30 month age period.

Labov (1964) specifies at least five phonetic indices which dis-

tinguish between social classes in New York City. The frequency and ex-

tent of these social class phonetic indices depends on the social set-

ting; that is, there are stylistic, intra-person, differences as well

as inter-person differences in speech patterns. He also discusses the

extent of awareness of prestige speech forms among speakers of differ-

ent social dialects.

Templin's book (1957) is a developmental description of phonetic,

syntactic and vocabulary growth in 3-8 year old children, including a
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summary of social class differences on several measures of language

development. Other studies (Anastasi and D'Angelo, 1952; Thomas,

1962; Loban, 1963; Weener, 1965) report social class differences in

sentence structure and vocabulary, with the middle class subjects

showing longer, more complex sentences and a larger vocabulary. Lesser

(1965) looked at vocabulary among Jewish, Negro, Chinese, and Puerto

Rican children in New York City and found qualitative differences in

that respective order.

The basic linguistic issues involved in the study of Negro speech

are summarized by McDavid (1951). The historical origins of Negro speech

patterns are discussed, and past misconceptions regarding the relation-

ship between Negro speech patterns and physical or personality traits

are reviewed. However, no systematic data regarding the distinguishing

quantitative features of the Negro dialect are presented.

Pederson's (1964) work compared structural features of indigenous

and immigrant Chicago Negroes. He reports differences between the

speech patterns of the Negro groups as well as between the Negro groups

and the standard Caucasian speech of that area. Phonetic, lexical, and

verb form differences are reported.

Stewart (1964) writes about two different dialects within the

Negro community of Washington, D.C. Vowel usage, postvocalic /r/, and

auxiliary verb forms are the most frequent sources of features which

distinguish between social class dialects.

Lane et al.(1967) reports a preliminary phonemic analysis cf per-

ceptual errors made by Southern Caucasian and Negro students. Five

'phonemic substitutions appeared in the speech of both Negro and Caucasian
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speakers an they repeated fifty words presented by native speakers of

General American English; a sixth substitution occurred only in the

speech of Negroes. The five substitutions involved the following vowel

confusions: (1) /iy/ and /ey /, (2) /e/ and /m/s (3) vowel and h +

vowel, (4) /0/ and /a/, (5) /a/ and /i/ before nasals. The sixth con-

fusion made only by Negro Ss was between /f/ and /0/.

The above research indicates that Negro and lower social class status

are often associated with linguistic features which distinguish their

.speech from the speech of the middle class, Caucasians of the same geo-

graphic area. The psychological implications of these language differ-

ences for educational settings is the focus of the subsequent literature

review and research,

Language Differences and School Performance

The underachievement of school children from minority groups and

the lower social class is well documented. On all measures of intelli-

gencc and achievement, ethnic group and social class are powerful pre-

dictors. Since most members of minority ethnic groups also are members

of the lower social class, information about the academic performance

of minority groups also provides information about social class differ-

ences. Language differences parallel social class and ethnic group differ-

ences as well as achievement differences. The purpose of this literature

review and the research to be reported is to argue that the language differ-

ences are in part responsible for the achievement differences.

Some of the first work done in cultural differences in in-

telligence concerned Negro-White comparisons (Klineberg, 1935a, 1935b).
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He reported the results of testing during World War I and summarized

the post-war studies relating to Negro -White differences in IQ. Com-

bining the studies, he reports an average IQ of 86.3 for Northern Ne-

groes and 79.6 for Southern Negroes (1935a, p. 3). The most exten-

sive research in.this field was done by Eels, Davis and Havighurst

at the University of Chicago in the 1945-1952 period. Davis (1948)

reported that on the Otis Beta IQ test, seventy-three of the eighty

items on the test showed highly significant differences between the

.performances of children from two different social levels. Eels et

al.(1951) reported corre.ations between several IQ test scores and

social status ranging from .20 to .43 based on same le sizes of over

2,000. They also reported that 9-10 year old lower status children

obtained IQ scores which were 17-18 points below their high status

counterparts, and with older children the difference increased to

22-23 points. On all cognitive measures the low status group scored

lower than the high status group.

Deutsch (1960) compared a Negro and White sample of fourth, fifth,

and sixth grade children from similar lower socio-economic levels. He

found significant Negro-White differences on the Stanford Achievement

test. The mean scoreof the Negro group represented about a two-year

deficit when compared to national norms; the white group showed about

a one-year deficit. The deficit for the Negro group increased with

more schooling, with a net gain of less than one month in achievement

during one school year.

A study 4Moriber, 1961) of the IQ performance of third grade child-

ren in the New York City echool system showed a mean score of 86.7 for
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Puerto Rican children, 90.8 for Negro children and 104.0 for "other"

children. Scores for comparable sixth grade samples were lower for

the Puerto Rican and Negro children, but higher for the "other" child-

ren.

Much research and theoretidal speculation has been done regarding

the dynamics of the relationship bOtween language skills and general

cognitive abilities as they relate to social class differences. The

explanation most frequently given is that lower social class homes place

a lesser emphasis on the kinds of linguistic skills required for success

in the schools. As a result of their paucity of language experiences,

the LSC children perform poorly on me4pures of intelligence and school

achievement (Bernstein, 1960; Deutsch,.1960; Riessman, 1962).
4

The conceptual and operational o +erlap between measures of intelli-

gence and language facility cannot be denied. Almost without exception,

the research dealing with intelligence differences'Toints out the crucial

role of language skills in the assopsment procedures. Binet (1916) early
4

acknowledged this in saying, "The result [of an intelligence test] de-

pends . on acquisitions relative to language and vocabulary, which

are at once scholastic and extra-scholastic, depending partly on the

school and partly on the family circumstances." (p. 258) In the work

of Eels et al.(1951), an analysis of items taken from a battery of cog-

nitive tests showed that the verbal items produced greater differences

between the social groups than did non-verbal items. They state, "Every

category of verbal items which involves any understanding of the meaning

of words yields status differences larger than the average status
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difference for all items . . ." (p. 221

intelligence tests which had

social class child

when co

) Bernstein (1958, 1960) gave

verbal and non-verbal scales to 370 lower

ren. The score on the verbal scale was depressed

mpared to the non-verbal component.

The impact of language deprivation is not restricted solely to per-

formance variables requiring use of written or spoken words, but seems

to have a pervasive influence on a broad spectrum of cognitive skills.

A person's native language is the primary tool for thinking about the

environment in which he operates. The degree to which a person has

facility with all the logical and descriptive alternatives in his lan-

guage parallels the degree to which he has developed his more general

cognitive skills of classifying and logically organizing the myriads

of stimulation patterns in his environment. The dynamics of this rela-

tionship between language and cognition are still largely in the form

of unanswered questions. Is an increased exposure to a variety of lan-

guage experiences reflected in such general cognitive skills as concept

formation and problem solving? Or, does a general intelligence factor

manifest itself in concomitant variability among the more specific abili-

ties of concept formation, problem solving, and language competence?

The issue, in short, is the function of language in the general informa-

tion processing activities of the human organism.

Bernstein (1959, 1962) has issued some strong statements in support

of a linguistic determinism position which places language in a central

role in the development of intelligence.

It is proposed that forms of spoken language in the process

of their learning, elicit, reinforce, and generalize distinct
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types of relationships-with the environment and thuS create par-

ticular dimensions of significance. Speech marks out what is

relevant--affeetively, cognitively, socially--and experience is

transformed by that which is made relevant. (1959, O. 288)

Bernstein's position is similar to the Whorfian idea that the na-

ture of different nationki languages determines to a great extent the

national character or EgillagssIguanaof a country (Carroll, 1964).

Bernstein goes one step further to say that within a given language,

different social dialects exist which result in different "life-views."

It is proposed that two distinct forms of language use arise

because the organization of these two [social] strata is such

that different emphases are placed on language potential. Once

the emphasis or stress is placed, then the resulting forms of

speech progressively orient the speakers to distinct types of

relationships of objects and persons. (p. 291)

Deutsch (1963) stresses the central role of languasein the develop-

ment of intelligence in his writing and in the compensatory programs

(1965) he has organized for preschoolers in New York City. He cites the

work of Piaget and Vygotsky as supporting a model of cognitive processes

in which language is "the essential ingredient in concept formation,

problem solving, and in the relating to an interpretation of the envi-

ronment." (1963, p. 176)

Jensen (forthcoming) discusses the significance of verbal behavior

in terms of the symbolic, mediating value which words acquire in the

course of psychological development. He uses several types of S-R

paradigms to describe the function of verbal behavior in concept formation
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and problem solving. A variety of verbal experiences is seeded to

build up an adequate semantic system, which consists of hierarchical

and associational networks among words, and between words and other en-

vironmental stimuli. The extent of differentiation and complexity with-

in this system comprises a substantial part of what is measured by intel-

ligence and achievement tests. Jensen cites the work of Luria (1961)

in which the regulatory aspect of verbal behavior is described. Children,

after about four or five years of age, use internalized speech to rep-

resent aspects of their environment and control their own behavior. In

the light of the extensive psychological consequences of verbal behavior,

Jensen states "To the extent that a person is prevented, by whatever

reason, from falling heir to these consequences of his human potential

for verbal learning, he will tall short of his potential as a human

being." (p. 32)

Language Features and Information Processing

The problem on which this research is focused concerns the impair-

ment of communications between speakers having different language pat-

terns. The aspect of communication which is crucial to classroom verbal

interaction is the extent to which verbal messages are decoded by the

listener. Of particular interest in this research is the effect of lan-

guage differences on the specific cognitive ability of short-term verbal

memory. Short-term memory, as measured by immediate memory span and im-

mediate recall procedures, is a function of the gs memory span length,

the structure of the presented material, and the S's past experience

with the elements and the structure of the message. The relevant
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ding (1) immediate memory span, (2) the effect of fre-

on memory, (3) the effect of structural features on

successively reviewed.

Memory span.--Three reviews of the literature on memory span are

available (B

letters, co

have been

A s

develop

3 at a

Word

to 4

the

cr

a

lankenship, 1938; Munn, 1954; Van de Moortel, 1965). Digits,

nsonants and vowels, nonsense syllables, and, sometimes words

used to establish memory span.

ummary and interpolation of the several studies dpmonstrating

ental trends in memory span shows a digit span of approximately

ge 4, 5 at age 6, 6 at age 8, 7 at age 12, and 7.8 at age .16.

span increases from 2 at age 6, to 3.1 at age 8, to 4.5 at age 13,

.7 at age 16 (Van de Moortel, 1965). The most pertinent aspect of

memory span literature is the nature of the growth rate which in-

eases rapidly from 4 to 7, then begins to level off, and reaches an

symptote in the early teens.

&mediate memory span has long been used as a test of mental ability

because of its regular growth with chronological age. Substantial cor-

relations with mental age at a given level have also been reported con-

sistently, but at least two studies cited by Van de Moortel did not

find this relationship significant (Beebe, 1944; Metraux, 1944).

Effects of unit frequency.--Underwood and Schulz (1960) summarize

the research findings which might answer the question, "Is there a di-

rect relationship between rate of learning verbal units and the fre-

quency with which a subject has experienced these units?" (p. 56)

Hall (1954) found significant differences using word lists taken from

four different frequency levels. The mean differences in recall
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were relatively small, however, ranging from 12.04 with words of fre-

quency 1 per million to 15.04 with words of frequency 50-100 per mil-

lion. Jacobs (1955) reported a .74 correlation between Thorndike-torge

frequency values and number of correct responses in a paired-associate

task in which the frequencies of response. words were varied. Bousfield

and Cohen (1955) showed a statistically significant difference in re-

call between lists of high and low frequency words. The mean differences

again were relatively small, 25.55 words recalled of the high frequency

items, and 22.18 words for the low. Peters (1936) did not find a rela-

tionship between frequency and learning. Underwood and Schulz suggest

that the relationship between frequeitcy and ease of learning could be

considerably greater than indicated by the available research. The full

range of word frequencies has not been explored, and thus, only a part

of the curve indicating this relationship is known. The slope of

this curve for words of relatively low frequency is not known.

Garner (190) also reviews studies regarding the psychological

effects of the distributional frequencies of letters and words. (pp. 247

-252) He 'concludes his review by stating, "We have seen that the proba-

bility of a human subject's using a word or letter [in a variety of ex-

perimental settings] is a direct function of the probability of the

word's or letter's occurrence in normal English usage." (p. 252)

Effect of inter-unit structure on verbal learning.--Memory for

verbal stimuli is limited by the span of immediate memory, but is

capable of expansion by utilizing the regular structural patterns which

characterize natural and artificial languages. In natural languages,

phonemes, morphemes, words, and word phrases are strung together according
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to a set of rules. As these rules are learned through experience with

a language, larger and larger chunks of language can be remembered.

The amount of information in a verbal message is directly related to

the perceiver's familiarity with these structural rules. And, the amount

of information in a message is directly related to the ease of learning

the list.

The relevant research investigates the effects of natural language

structure on a listener's ability to store and process verbal messages

from that language. The structure of a verbal message is determined by

sequential constraints at the phonological, grammatical and semantic levels.

The effects of some, within-word constraints were investigated by

Underwood and Schulz (1960). Using three-word trigrams, they found a

.80 correlation between ease of learning and a measure of the strength

of learned associations among the letters.

Garner (1962) summarizes the research related to sequential redun-

dancies in English. This research involves visual and auditory presen-

tation of language stimuli for the purpose of determining the psycho-

logical effects of between-unit constraints. Miller, Bruner, and

Postman (1954) showed that accuracy of perception of eight-letter

sequences is a function of the order of their approximation to English.

Statistics regarding the distributional frequencies of letters and

letter sequences were used to generate five approximations (0, 1, 2,

3 and 4) to English letter order. The longer the intra-letter enn-

straints the more accurately the eight-letter sequences could be recog-

nized from tachistoscopic exposures of different durations.

Chapanie (1954) investigated the ability to correctly replace de-

leted letters from printed English. Using various rates of deletion,
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he found that accuracy of replacement varied inversely with the rate of

deletion. He also found important individual differences in the ability

to perform this task, and that performance on this task was positively

related to a subject's verbal skill. "Thus, the extent to 'which redun-

dancy is used by human subjects does depend on their level of skill in

using the language." (p. 257 in Garner)

A study by Morrison and Black (1957) investigated the effects of

inter-word constraints by having Ss replace words deleted.from senten-

ces. The greater the rate of deletions the less the number of words

which could be accurately replaced, indicating the extent to which con-

textual cues are utilized in processing information.

Several studies have used approximations-to-English-word-order

(AEWOs) to study the relationship between amount of contextual con-

straint and learning. An n-order approximation to English list contains

words with contextual constraints extending over n-words, that is, every

n-word cluster in the list could be a part of a correct English sentence.

A fourth-order list for example, is produced by asking a person to use

three words successively in a sentence. The word this person uses im-

mediately after the three words provides a four-word

maining words are disregarded. The last three words

group are then used by another person in a sentence,

desired length is constructed.

Miller and Selfridge (1950) were the first to use this technique.

They generated word strings of varying lengths at seven AEWOs; 0, 1, 2,

3, 4, 5, and 7. They used these AEWOs and portions from text as stim-

ulus materials for an immediate recall task. Recall increased sharply

group, and the re-

of this four-word

and a list of the
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at each succeeding approximation from C to 3 and increased very little

from 3 through the text lists. The mean percentage recalled of the

lists which were twenty words in length for the eight levels was 30, 44, 65,

85, 83, 80, 86, and 82 respectively. Specific lists produced irregularil

ties in the learning curve, but in general, no large increases in

learning resulted from increasing the contextual constraints beyond

three words. Miller concluded, "The results indicate that meaning-

ful material is easy to learn, not because it is meangful, 22,1- se, but

because it preserves the short range associations that are familiar to

the Ss." (p. 204)

Garner (1962) reports that both van de Geer (1957) and Sharp (1958),

using the same technique and scoriug procedures confirmed the original

finding that amount of immediate recall is a function of the AEWO

of the stimulus lists. Richardson and Voss (1960) replicated the findings

-of the Miller and.Selfridge study, and, in addition, found that the

variables of ordinal position and sequence which were confounded with

AEWO in the original study, did not yield significant differences in

words recalled.

Several studies, using different scoring procedures, did show in-

creased learning beyond the third AEWO lists. Marks and Jack (1952)

found that immediate memory span increased beyond third-order AEWOs,

with a sharp increase between fifth-order and text lists. Coleman

(1963) found that prose could be recalled significantly better than

the higher-order approximations if the stimulus lists were matched

in'syllabic length and word frequency. When the recall was scored

for correct sequences of words, the advantage for the higher-order

approximations became greater. Apparently, the shape of the obtained

_
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learning curve depends on the scoring method used.

Rubenstein and Aborn (1958) showed that rate of learning word

passages depended un the predictability of the words in the passage.

An average prediction scPre was calculated for each passage.bi asking

subjects to guess in sequence all the words in a passage. This pre-

dictability score correlated .73 with the amount of the passage which

could be recalled in a free recall task.

Epstein (1961) used real words and nonsense words as well as

grammatical and ungrammatical sentences to show the influence of struc-

ture on learning. Although both structure and the use of meaningful

words produced significant effects, the strength of the structural

variable is surprising. For example, the grammatical but nonsense-

word "Avapy koobs aesaked the citar molently um glox nerfs" could be

correctly recalled with as few trials as the ungrammatical but real-

word "Sang tables bitter empty cruel to circle pencils falling," and

with significantly fewer trials than "Avap koob desak the citar molent

sm glox nerf," a string with fewer morphemes but lacking some grammati-

.

cally important word endings. A later study (1962) by Epstein with

different words again showed the positive effects of syntactic struc-

ture on verbal learning.

Miller and Isard (1963) presented to adult subjects three kinds

of sentences through noise--semantically consistent, grammatical but

not semantical (anomalous), and scrambled sentences. The subjects

were required to repeat each word of the sentence immediately follow-

ing presentation. At several different noise levels, subjects were
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able to fill in more of the semantical strings than the anomalous strings,

and more of the anomalous strings than the scrambled strings.

Miller and McNeil (forthcoming) repeated the same experiment

with 5, 6, 7, and 8 year-old children except that vocabulary items

were altered and the task was changed from shadowing to immediate

recall. They found at a 5 db S/N level that the results were similar

to that of the previous experiment. But age showed a strong inter-

action with recall on the semantically consistent sentences. The

older the child the more he was able to utilize the reduction of in-

formation provided by the semantic constraints of the sentence. Eight-

year-old children recalled 50 percent of the semantically consistent

sentences as compared to 20 percent for the seven-year-old and 12 per-
.

cent for the five-year-old groups. The recall curves for the anomalous

and ungrammatical strings over the different age levels are almost

parallel and show small increase with age.

Rosenberg (1966) created sentences which varied on syntactic

structure as well as. degree of associativity among the words. Both

effects produced significant differences in recall, but there was

no interaction between the effects of syntactic structure and asso-

ciativity.

Martin and Roberts (1966) defined sentence structure with the

variable of "imbeddedness," which is closely related to the concepts of

contextual constraint and sequential probabilities. A number is assigned

to each word in a sentence depending on the number of alternatives which

can follow that word. An average of these numbers for each of_the words
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in a sentence provides an index of sentence complexity. They found

that this measure was a "definitive factor in sentence retention."

(p. 216) A second factor in this research was sentence kind, with

six different grammatical forms represented. The author© report ©d that

"when sentence complexity and sentence length are controlled, the role

of sentence kind in explaining recall behavior becomes marginal." (p. 216)

Many more studies deal with the effects of structure, per se. Of

primary relevance to the present research were studies which dealt with

4110ft

the effects of natural language constraints on verbal recall. Sequen-

tial probability, contextual constraint, approximation-to-English-word

-order are different concepts used to define the regularity with which

phoneme follows phoneme, and word follows word in a given language.

The studies cited in this section showed that the closer the elements

of a message match the patterns of a person's native language, the

easier it is to retain that message. These findings, combined with the

studies describing different structural patterns among the dialects of

different social groups, lead to the major thesis of this study: the

structural differences between social dialects result in communica-

tion difficulties between speakers from different dialect groups.

Very little research has been done to date which deals directly

with this problem. Cherry-Peisach (1965) set out "to evaluate (a)

the extent to which information is successfully communicated from

teachers to pupils of various social backgrounds, and (b) the degree

of effective communication among children from different social back-

grounds." (p. 468) Subjects were Negro and Caucasian first- and
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fifth-graders selected from high and low social groups. Paragraphs

to be used in a Cloze task were collected from teachers and children.

One paragraph was selected from the recorded classroom speech of both

a first-grade and a fifth-grade teacher. Four paragraphs of children's

speech were obtained from subjects with different social class, race,

and sex combinations. Since six unique combinations of these three

factors are available, these source variables were partially confounded.

The last word in every sentence was deleted for presentation to the

first-graders; every fifth word was deleted for presentation to

fifth-graders.

These six paragraphs with 10 deletions each were presented to the

first-graders auditorially and to the fifth grade both auditorially and

visually. Three scores were derived for each S on each paragraph: an

absolute score for the number of exact insertions, a contextual score

if the word maintained the same meaning as the original, and a gram-

matical score which counted all insertions which were of the same

f746 class as the word deleted.

The findings relevant to the present research concern the inter-

action between race and paragraph source and between social class and

paragraph source. At the first grade level this important analysis is

not included in the report. The author only reports that in the first

grade, SES differences were present only on the contextual scores for

teacher's speech, and that there were no Negro-White differences at

the first-grade level.

At the fifth-grade level, there were no SES differences in re-

placing words from the LSC paragraphs but a significant difference in
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favor of the MSC group on the MSC paragraphs. This result produces a

significant SES by paragraph-source interaction. A similar interaction

is found between race and paragraph source. There were no Negro-White

grammatical score differences on the two paragraphs taken from Negro

speech, but the white children did significantly better on the two

paragraphs provided by white children.

This research is not very conclusive because some of the relevant

scores are not presented, and because social class and wace scores are

always confounded. But the interaction effects do indicate that Negro

and LSC Ss were penalized by tasks which required knowledge of white

and middle social class language patterns, respectively.

Summary

Research was cited whfch showed that distinctive linguistic features

are associated with social class and ethnic group membership. A person's

knowledge of the standard English linguistic system is also a function

of social class membership. Children from the lower social class per-

form lower than their middle social class counterparts on mePziures of

'anguage use. Literature was cited which supported the argument that

the achievement and intelligence deficits of the lower social class

children are at least partially caused by their language disabilities.

In order to explain the dynamics of this relationship between language

and school achievement, research was cited which showed that a person's

ability to process verbal and written messages was dependent on the fre-

quency with which he had encountered the letters, words, and word-orders

which comprised the messages.
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HYPOTHESES

The research cited in the previous chapter supports several hypo-

theses regarding the effects of structure and familiarity on the recall

of verbal messages. The "common-sense" notion, which underlies these

hypotheses, is that a person can remember more of a verbal message if

it contains familiar words and familiar intra-word structure than if

it contains unfamiliar words and structures. In other words, a person's

performance in recalling verbal messages will reflect the characteris-

tics of his past language environment. The research reported in the

previous chapter also indicates that word frequencies and intra-word

constraints vary according to the social and ethnic background of the

speaker.

Three propositions lead to the hypotheses of this study. (1) With-

in any large metropolitan area or geographical region, language differ-

ences exist. These differences can be defined in terms of the frequency

and structure of the elements which comprise a language. (2) The fre-

quency and structural characteristics of a person's native language in-

fluence his performance on language tasks. Those tasks which most

closely match the features of his learned language are the tasks on

which tie performs best. (3) The school is a setting in which people

from different dialect backgrounds are engaged in interpersonal com-

munication endeavors.

-29-
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The first hypothesis concerns the effects of the interaction

between the phonetic features of a message and a listener's phonetic

system.

ftpothesie One. ..Children remember a verbal message better if

it is presented by a speaker from their own community than if it is

presented by a speaker from a community having different social and

ethnic characteristics.

A test of this hypothesis requires the selection of two communi-

ties having different social and ethnic characteristics which are

known to be related to differences in language features. The hypothesis

states that a person from'community A will be able to remember more of a

verbal message if it is spoken by a member of community A than if that

same message werq spoken by a member of community B, and vice-versa for

a person from community B.

Moothesis No.Children remember a list of unstructured words

better if those words are selected from the speech of members of

:their own community than if the words are selected from the speech of

members from a community having different social and ethnic character-

istics.

This hypothesis concerns the effects of vocabulary differences be-

tween two different language communities. Since the frequency with which

a person sees or hears a word is related to his ability to remember that

word, it is predicted that the differences in word frequency patterns be-

tween language communities will be reflected in the performance of members

from theie communities on memory tasks using words selected from different

sources.
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...,y2ejLIsThreetl'. --Children remember verbal messages better which

grammatical features if the structured messages are selected
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ected from the speech of members from a community having different

and ethnic characteristics.

his hypothesis concerns the effects of different inter-word struc-

on the recall of verbal messages. It states that differences in

r-word constraints between the language patterns of the two commu-

ies will be reflected in the performance of members from both com-

ities on memory tasks using messages which contain syntactic, inter-

rd structure. Of course, vocabularyodifferences, such as those in-

olved with the second hypothesis, would also be operating in any such

message. It will be shown, in the procedure (Chapter IV), how the re-

search design will permit a test of each hypothesis separszely and iso-

late the effects of a particular feature of language.



CHAPTER TV

PROCEDURE

IA&

Introduction

The procedure was designed to provide a test for the'three hypo-

theses and to control or randomize extraneous variables which could af-

fect the dependent measure of list recall. A test of the first hypo-

thesis required that children from two distinct social and ethnic

groups be presented with messages by representatives of both adult

groups. An additional requirement for a test of the second hypothesis

was that lists of words be obtained which had no inter-word structure

but were representative of the type and frequency of words in the vocab-

ulary of each of the two groups. An additional requirement for a test

of the Lhird hypothesis was that lists of words be obtained which had

varying levels of inter-word structure, and that this structure reflected

the syntactic differences in the language of the two groups.

In order to implement these requirements, five procedural steps

were carried out. First, word lists of three different approximations-to -

English- word -order were obtained from each of two groups of adult women

from communities with disparate ethnic and socio-economic characteristics.

Second, eight adults made judgments regarding the source of the lists,

and those ,lists which were most readily identified with their source

community were selected for use in the subsequent steps. Third, the

-32-
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selected lists were read and recorded by two women from each of two

dialect groups. Fourth, the lists were presented to first,ihreders from

each of the two communities as an immediate recall task. Fifth, the

recorded responses were scored.

Language Samples

Two elementary school districts in suburban Detroit with different

ethnic and socio-economic features were selcted for the purpose of ob-
.

taming language samples which represented different social dialects.

The principal factors used in selecting the two communities were the

race, educational level, occupation, and places of birth of the resi-

dents. The generic labels of lower social class (LSC) and middle

social class (MSC) will be used to identify the constituents of these

two school districts.

The LSC school district is in an area adjacent to metropolitan

Detroit. Approximately 85 percent of this community is Negro, most of

whom were born in the South. The mean educational level of the adults

is 9-10 years with a very small proportion of high school graduates in

the community. Almost all of the adults in the community are employed

as unskilled laborers.

The MSC school district is in a new suburban area outside of De-

troit. The adults of the community are Caucasian, and most are native

to the Midwest. Most of the adults of the community attended college

and a large proportion have college degrees. They are employed in pro-

fessional, managerial, and skilled trade occupations.

From each of these communities fifteen women were selected to

provide the initial language samples. In the MSC school district,
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women from the tTA organization were asked to participate by the princi-

pal of the school. In the LSC school district, women who brought their

children to a preschool story hour at the school were asked to partici

pate by the coordinator of special projects at the school. Because of

the selection procedures, the two groups of women may represent a sample

that is biased positively compared to the total community. The mean

educational level of the LSC group of women was 10-11 years, and from the

MSC community was 14-15 years. All of the LSC group were Negro women,

born in the South. All of the MSC group were Caucasian--three of the fif-

teen were born in the East and the remaining twelve were born it the Mid-

west.

Verbal strings were collected accprding to a procedure described by

Miller and Selfridge (1950), from both the LSC and MSC groups of women.

This procedure yields word lists with different approximations-to-English

-word -order (AEW0s).

Samples of 1-, 2-, and 4-order AEWOs were obtained from each group

of adults. A second order approximation is obtained in the following

manner:

. . . a common word, such as he, it or the is pre-

sented to a person who is instructed to use the word

in a sentence. The word he uses directly after the

one given him is then noted and later presented to

another person. This procedure is repeated until the

total sequence of words is of the desired length.

(Miller and Selfridge, in Saporta,

1961, p. 4ro,V44^1%
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In general, an nth order approximation is obtained by presenting a

person with (n-1) consecutive words obtained from the previous per-

son and asking him to use those words in a sentence.

The sentences were collected from the LSC group in a session

conducted by a male, adult Negro who wae acquainted with the women

through his role as coordinator of special. projects in the community.

The session with the MSC group was administered by a Caucasian adult

woman. In both sessions, women were called individually from a group

meeting to a private office where they were asked to provide sentences

using the word or words suggested by the examiner. Each of the fifteen

subjects (Ss) were asked to use each of four words and four three-word

groups in a sentence. All responses were recorded. This procedure

yielded four fifteen-word sequences of both second and fourth order

M=0 from each group of subjects.

The 120 sentences provided by each group formed a pool of 965 and

805 words for the MSC and LSC groups respectively. Four fifteen -word

AEW0-1 lists were constructed by *selecting words randomly from each of

these word pools. The first order lists are an apprriAcimation to the

relative frequencies of words provided by the two groups. A total of

twenty-four word lists were constructed--four lists at each of three

AEW0s from two dialect groups--and are presented in Table 4.1.

Source Judgments

Hypotheses Two and Three are based on the assumption that the fif-

teen-word lists contain distinctive semantic and syntactic features which

identify the list with its source. In order to select the lists which

were most distinctively aisaciated with their source, adults who were
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TABLE 4.1

WORD LISTS AT TRUE APPROXIMATIONS-TO-ENGLISH-WORD-ORDIR
OBTAINED FROM TWO SOURCES

First-Order Lists

List 1 Have more their going people not journey dinner good very was arm the day sleep

List 2 Belong see tomorrow a exercise are my deal make is I prettier very as my

List 3 He baby am I way the basement than morning to come our was me I

List 4 Are going go alumnae live cooking would down kmuch others very is house parents

MSC Source

List 1 A of often quite school machine hit this do livingroos was room end can I

List 2 Say child down their near are I corner we pool a our of coming my

List 3 Tell he again grass the he mistakes that quite here you test ball face a

List 4 Of little mouse to will cat airplanes end when is very pretty I he green

Second-Order Lists

LSC Source

List 1 In the home tomorrow it is this is you are you are not go to

List 2 Bus down the class of that was good today I would you are playing Peco

List 3 And t am going my arm ate you'tte you would you can't go to

List 4 Trees in the streets were late this book is this is this is the boy

MSC Source

List 1 Was the dog at the houpe is going to the grass in your name is

List 2 Mistakes in the cat is this is feeling that you and quite sure this is

List 3 The bird flew south in the chair is black gown was surprised by a store

List 4 The girls joined others in the school is pretty face was afraid of velvet and

Fourth-Order Lists

LSC Source

List 1 Is turned people funny except when I am angry because the bus broke down on

List 2 My house I help is very easy but she's is a teacher cooperative with the

List 3 Is in every thing he does doesn't never come because she broke her leg when

List 4 Now is used her yet but she's doesn't never have anytime for this baby I

MSC Source

List 1 Coming from corner we drove around the block and threw it at the movies throwing

List 2 The bushes until fall are cancelled immediately because he was with her when

the telephone
List 3 Last evening that lamp in the livtagroom stands near the door when I came that

List 6 At the grocery store there's a line extending from the garage the attic and

the galosh
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familiar with speakers from both types of language communities were

asked to assign each of the lists to the group from which it was col-

lected. The adults selected as judges were four teachers from the same

school district as the LSC adult population and four other adults who

regularly interacted with members from both language groups.

The procedure which was used to collect the word samples was ex-

plained to the judges. The following description of the adult popula-

tions was presented to each judge:

GrouR 1 Description

The adults who supplied the words for the Group 1 lists

were Negro women aged 25-40. They live in one of the older

suburban areas just outside of Detroit. The area is made tit,

of one- and two-family homes with a scattering of multiple-

family apartments. Almost all of the male residents of this

area are employed at local factories in "blue-collar" jobs.

The adults in the community have completed on the average

about 9-10 years of school. In the community, there are many

retail business establishments along one of the main traffic

arteries coming out of Detroit.

Group 2 Description

The adults who supplied the words for the Group 2 lists

were Caucasian women aged 25-40. They live in one of the new

suburbs outside of Detroit. The residential area is made up

of new one-family dwellings. Almost all of the male residents

are in a profession or employed as managers or skilled labor-

ers. Most of the adults in the community have attended college



and have an average education of about 14 years. The community

is a self-enclosed suburb with new shopping centers in the vici-

nity.

Each judge was presented the sight lists at each AEWO and asked to

assign four lists to each of the source groups. The judges were also

asked to underline the word or words in the list which they used in

making their judgments. The results of the judge's assignments-are

presented in Table 4.2.

TABLE 4.2

SOURCE JUDGMENTS OF WORD LISTS AT THREE

APPROXIMATIONS-TO-ENGLISH-WORDrORDER
BY EIGHT JUDGES

First-Order List Second-Order List Fourth-Order List

Judgments

LSC MSC

LSC. Source

List 1* 1 7

List 2 0 8
.

List 3 6 2

List 4 2 6

MSC Source

List 1 7 1

List 2 5 3

List 3 7 1

List 4 6 2

Judgments Judgments

LSC MSC LSC MSC

7 1 5 3

4 4 7 1

8 0 8 0

7 1 8 0

3 5 2 6

2 6 1 7

0 8 0 8

0 8 1 7

* Lists are provided in Table 4.1
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The two AEWO ligts from each group which could be most readily

identified with their source were selected for use as stimulus lists

in the subsequent memory task. The six lists selected from each source

group are presented in Table 4.3.

TABLE 4.3

WORD LISTS OF THREE APPROXIMATIONS-TO-ENGLISH-
WORD-ORDER FROM TWO DIFFERENT SOURCE GROUPS

Lists Collected from LSC Adults

AEWO-1
LSC-1A Me baby am I way the basement them morning to come our was me I

LSC-1B Are going go alumnae live cooking would down I much others very

is house parents

AEWO-2

LSC-2A And I am going my arm are you are you would you can't go to

LSC-2B In the home tomorrow it is this is you are you are not go to

AEWO-4

LSC-4A Is in every thing he does doesn't never come because she broke

her leg when
LSC-4B Now is used her yet but she's doesn't never have anytime for

this baby I

Lists Collected from MSC Adults

AEWO-1

MSC-1A Say child down their near are I corner we pool a our of coming my

MSC-1B Of little mouse to will cat airplanes end when is very pretty I

he green

AEWO-2
MSC-2A The bird flew south in the chair is black gown was surprised by

a store.

MSC-2B The girls joined others in the school is pretty face was afraid

of velvet and

AEWO-4

MSC-4A Last evening that lamp in the living room stands near the door

when I came that
MSC-4B The bushes until fall are cancelled immediately because he was

with her when the telephone
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Preparation of Stimulus Materials

Two women, representative of each dialect group, were selected to

read the stimulus lists. The two MSC speakers selected were Caucasian,

had attended college, and had lived in the Midwest all their lives.

Both LSC speakers were Negroes who were born in Tennessee. LSC speaker-1

had a sixth grade education and moved to Michigan two years ago; LSC

speaker-2 had an eighth grade education and moved to Michigan fifteen

years ago.

After sufficient practice to insure a standardized presentation,

each speaker recorded each of the twelve lists from Table 4.3. The

lists were read as word lists without any sentence inflection at the

rate of one word per second. LSC speaker-1 and MSC speaker-1 also read

nine strings of digits ranging in length from 3 to 9 digits (see Table

4.4). These were read at the rate of one per second with a dropping

inflection on the last digit in the list.

TABLE 4.4

DIGIT SPAN TEST

Item Digits Item Digits .

1 8-1-7 6 9-3-8-4-6-5

2 5-9-1-2 7 2-4-8-1-7-3

3 6-3-4-8 8 1-7-3-6-2-4-9

4 7-1-6-2-4 9 4-8-2-5-7-1-6

5 3-5-9-2-8
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The recording sessions with both the LSC and MSC speakers were

conducted by a male Caucasian. An Ampex, Model 601-2, tape recorder

was used with an Electro-Voice microphone, Model 644. Broad phonetic

transcriptions of the lists read by each speaker are presented in Ap-

pendix I.

At least six different phonetic features consistently distinguish

between the MSC and LSC speakers. (1) The LSC speakers drop the post-

vocalic /r/, i.e., [doe] for [dor] and [am] for [arm]. (2) The LSC

speakers use a final /n/ rather than /0/ on progressive verb forms, i.e.,

[kAmin] for [kAmi0] and [kukin] for [kuki0] (3) The LSC speakers drop

the firial consonant of double consonant combinations, i.e., [6151] for

[dayld] and [perens] for [perants]. (4) The LSC speakers omit vowel

glides on final vowels, i.e., [as] for [ ay] and [bm] for [bay ]. (5) The

LSC speakers add a vowel glide before consonam.s, i.e., [tea] for [tz]

and [key] for [ILv]. (6) Some of the MSC mid-vowels are pronounced as

back vowels by the LSC speakers, i.e., [waz] for [wez] and [bLkowz]

for [bikAz]. The speaker differences referred to in Hypothesis One

are operationally defined by these and other less consistent phonetic

differences between the LSC and MSC speakers.

Immediate Recall Test

The subjects for the immediate recall task were selected from the

same school districts as the two groups of women who supplied the lists.

Twenty-four first-grade subjects (Ss) from both the LSC and MSC groups

were selected randomly with several restrictions. An equal number of

boys and girls were selected in the 75-87 month age range. In the LSC

group only Negro children whose parents were born in the South were
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selected, and in the MSC group only Caucasian chiloren whose parents

were born in the Midwest were selected. Restrictions on sex and age

were intended to eliminate these as possible sources of bias. The re-

strictions of race and parent's birthplace helped to control these two

variables which characterized the dialect groups under study.

The mean age of the LSC Ss was 82.0 months; the mean age of the

MSC Ss was 82.7 months. A measure of IQ was available on the MSC Ss

only. Their mean IQ on the Primary Mental Abilities Test was 114.5--

on the verbal scale alone the mean score was 105.9. The mean education-

al level for the parents of the Ss was calculated from the self-reported

data in the student's personnel file. This information was available

for the parents of 20 Ss from the LSC group and 21 as from the MSC

group. The mean educational level for the parents of the LSC and MSC

Ss was 10.2 and 14.2 respectively.

Table 4.6 illustrates the ordering of lists on the stimulus tapes

using the list labels provided in Table 4.3. Each subject was tested

at two different times with all twelve lists. During the first adminis-

tration, six of the lists ',ere read by a LSC speaker and six by a MSC

speaker. During the second administration, the same twelve lists were

presented, but the six lists presented by the MSC speaker during ad-

ministration one were then presented by the LSC speaker, and the six

lists presented by the LSC speaker during administration one were then

presented by the MSC speaker. Each subject heard sentences from only

one pair of speakers. MSC speaker-1 and LSC speaker-1 presented all

lists to Ss in block one; MSC speaker-2 and LSC speaker-2 presented

all lists to block two Ss.
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TABLE 4.6

ORDER OF LISTS ON STIMULUS TAPES

...........111011.M.111!..4111111.11MbliF=1111=1011,

Block one Ss Block two Ss

First Second First Second

Admini- Admini- Admini- Admini-

stration stration stration stration

MSC-4B* MSC-4B LSC-1B LSC-18

LSC-1B LSC-1B MSC-4B MSC-4B

MSC-2A MSC-2A LSC-2A LSC-2A

LSC-4A LSC-4A MSC-1B MSC -1B

MSC-1B MSC-1B LSC-4A LSC-4A

LSC-2A LSC-2A MSC-2A MSC-2A

LSC-4B LSC-4B MSC-1A MSC-1A

MSC-1A MSC-1A LSC-4B LSc-4B

LSC-2B LSC-2B MSC-2B MSC-2B

MSC-4A MSC-4A LSC-1A LSC-1A

LSC-1A LSC-1A MSC-4A MSC-4A

MSC-2B MSC-2B LSC-2B LSC-2B

* Underlined lists were presented by LSC speaker; lists not under-
lined were presented by MSC speaker. For.4omplete list, see Table

4.3.

The order of list presentation was designed to balance out three

kinds of sequential effects within a set of lists. The ordering within

a set of tweve lists alternates the three AEWO levels, the two kinds

of speakers, and the two sources of lists. Two different orderings of

the three AEWO levels are possible. The ordering 4, 1, 2 is used for

block one Ss; the ordering 1, 4, 2 is used for block two Ss.

A total of eight stimulus tapes were prepared. The four sets of

twelve lists described in Table 4.6 were each preceded by each of the

two sets of digits which were collected. The first administration
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lists were preceded by the digit lists presented by a speaker from the

same group as the Ss being tested. The second administration lists

were preceded by digits presented by a speaker from the opposite group

as the Ss being tested. Each stimulus set of twelve lists was recorded

twice in succession on each stimulus tape in order that different

starting points within a stimulus set could be used.

All of the Ss were presented the immediate memory span test by

two female Caucasians who had previous teaching experience in.the ele-

mentary grades. Ss were taken one at a time from their classroom and

brought to a small testing room. During the walk to the testing room

and preceding the task instructions, the examiners asked Ss several

questions intended to establish rapport. The instructions for the

task follow:

Some la:' ..:z are going to be speaking on this tape

recorder. They are going to say some numbers and some

words. I would like you to listen to them, and then say

them back to me. First of all I'll play the numbers.

You listen closely, and when I turn off the tape recorder,

you say the numbers in the same order in which you heard

them. Do you understand what I mean by saying them in the

same order? [E waits for acceptable response.] Here's

the first one. Listen carefully.

[Digit span test]

Now you are going to hear some words on the tape re-

corder. Try to remember as many as you can, and say them

back to me when you hear a beep. The lists are long so

you won't be able to remember all of the words. You do
4
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not have to say them back in the same order. Just say

as many of the words as you can remember. Let's try

one for practice. I'll say this one. 'Coming from

corner we drove around the block and threw it at the

movies throwing.' IE waits for response indicating

the S has understood instruction.j Now listen to the

lists on the tape. Wait until the beep at the end be-

fore you start.

The Ss were then prescnted the appropriate stimulus list, accord-

ing to the format summarized in Table 4.6. If S responded with a word

that was ambiguous, the examiner asked the child to repeat the word or

use it in a sentence.

The first group of twelve Ss from each school were assigned to

block one, the remaining twelve Ss were assigned to block two. Each

of the twelve Ss in a block was assigned a unique starting point in

the stimulus list. Ss were assigned, in the order that they were

tested, to lists one through twelve as respective starting points.

Ss were tested a second time with intervals between first and second

administration ranging from four to fifteen days. All stimulus mate-

rials were presented on a Sony Model TC-800. All responses were re-

corded on a Wollensak, Model 1580.

Scoring Procedure

The taped responses were scored as an immediate recall task.

The score for each list was the number of items correctly recalled

regardless of order. All morphemes and syllables had to be present

in order for a word to be scored correctly. However, different
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pronunciations were allowed because Ss had different phonetic systems.

If a word was judged to be a Vs phonetic equivalent of a word on

the tape it was scored correct.

Summary

Procedures were implemented to provide data that were required for a

test of the three hypotheses. To obtain data for a test of the first

hypothesis, children from the MSC and LSC groups were presented with lists

which were read by both MSC and LSC speakers. Data relevant to the

second hypothesis was obtained by presenting MSC and LSC Ss with words

selected randomly from the speech of both the MSC and LSC adult groups.

To obtain data for test of the third hypothesis MSC and LSC Ss were

presented lists with three different levels of inter-word structure

which were collected from both MSC and LSC sources.

Extraneous factors which could affect the dependent variable were

balanced across groups for increased control. Both groups contained an

equal number of boys and girls within a twelve month age range. The se-

quence of speaker, source, and AEWO within a stimulus presentation was

systematic. The effects of different list orders were controlled by

assigning different starting points within the sets of stimulus lists.

Other more obvious sources of variation for the two experimental groups

were likewise controlled, such as rate and volume of list presentation.



CHAPTU V

ANALYgIS

This chapter deals with the statistical tests of the three hypo-

theses, utilizing the data obtained by the procedure described in the

preceding chapter. A discussion of the implications of the analyses

are presented in Chapter VI.

Sources of Variance

The hypotheses were tested by looking at the simple and inter-

active effects of four sources of variance. These sources of variance

are as follows:

1. S's dialect background: MSC and LSC.

2. Speaker of message: MSC and LSC.

3. Source of message: MSC and LSC.

4. Approximation to English word order: one, two, and four.

The dependent variable is the number of words correctly recalled in the

experimental setting described in the preceding chapter. The hypotheses

concern three of the interactions among these factors.

A score for each subject was obtained on twenty-four different

stimulus presentations. Table 5.1 presents the means and standard de-

viations for the number of words recalled by each of the two experimen-

tal groups.

The means and variances for each cell in the 2 x 2 x 2 x 3 data

matrix are presented in Table 5.2. Each data point is the sum of scores

-47-
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on two stimulus lists. For example, the mean score in the cell labeled

MSC-subjects, MSC-source, LSC-speaker, AEWO -2, is the mean number of

words recalled by the MSC subjects for lists MSC-2A and MSC-28 combined,

when these were presented by an LSC speaker.

TABLE 5.1

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR NUMBER

OF WORDS RECALLED FROM TWELVE STIMULUS

LISTS PRESENTED BY TWO SPEAKERS

00.11.0.4.11.11larowillirrealm..........rs.......
MSC

Speaker

ASC
Speaker

List

HSC
Group

(n = 24)

LSC
Group

(n = 24)

MSC
Group

fn = 24)

LSC
Group

(n = 24)

4111.1

X 8 X 8
110

X 8
1./00/1

X 8

1. LSC-1A 4.29 1.66 3.58 1.72 3.63 1.91 2.96 1.66

2. LSC-1B 3.29 1.23 2.33 1.00 2.54 1.45 2.83 1.58

3. LSC-2A 5.29 2.01 4.58 2.08 5.08 1.67 5.21 1.72

4. LSC-2B 6.00 2.09 5.13 1.45 5.13 1.73 4.54 2.04

5. LSC-4A 5.75 1.37 4.92 1,89 4.79 1.32 5.75 2.11

6. LSC-411 4.38 1.41 4.54 2.17 2.58 1.53 3.75 1.78

7. MSC-1A 4.25 1.51 2.25 1.19 2.21 .88 2.29 1.49

8. MSC-1B 3.92 1.35 2.83 1.47 ?.50 1.38 2.04 1.12

9. MSC-2A 6.83 2.36 5.C3 2.57 3.88 1.92 4.29 2.66

10. MSC -2B 5.29 2.33 4.63 1.95 3.63 1.58 3.79 2.02

11. MSC-4A 5.42 1.93 5.13 2.59 5.71 2.31 5.50 2.66

12. MSC-4B 6.00 2.38 4.92 1.98 4.00 1.82 4.50 1.91
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Information regarding all hypotheses can be obtained from one four-

way analysis of variance with each of the above sources of variance de-

fining the factors. The summary chart for the four-way analysis of

variance, is presented in Table 5.3. This analysis is a 2 x 2 x 2 x 3,

fixed factor design with repeated measures over the last three factors

(see Winer, 1962, Chapter 7). The following discussion refers to terms

in this.analysis.

Speaker Effects

To test the relationship stated in Hypothesis One, Ss' recall per-

formance on lists presented by a speaker of their home dialect is compared

to their recall on lists presented by a speaker of another dialect. Hypo-

thesis One would be supported if MSC Ss remembered significantly more

words from the MSC-presented lists than from the LSC-presented lists

and the LSC Ss remembered significantly more words from the LSC-presented

lists than from the MSC-presented lists. If both of these comparisons

yields statistically significant results, the AB (groups x speakers)

interaction term in the analysis of variance would necessarily be signi-

ficant, and under these circumstances, be redundant information. How-

ever, if one or both of the above comparisons does not yield significant

results, then the AB interaction might or might not be significant,

and would supply additional information relevant to Hypothesis One. Tno

AB interaction term indicates the degree to which the effect of different

speakers is similar for both groups of Ss. In other words, the AB inter-

action is a comparison of the difference between the performance of the

two groups on the MSC-presented lists with the difference between the

groups on the LSC-presented lists.
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TABLE 5.3

SUMMARY OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR FOUR FACTORS:
GROUP, SPEAKER, SOURCE, AND AEWO

Source of Variation Ss I-- df MS

Between Ss

A (Groups)
Ss w. gps,

Within Ss

B (Speakers)
AB
B x Ss w. gps.

C (Source)
AC
C x Ss w. gps.

D (AEWO)
AD
D x Ss w. gps.

BC
ABC
BC x Se w. gps.

BD
ABD
BD x Ss w. gps. n

CD
ACD
CD x Sc w. gps.

BCD
ABCD
BCD x Ss w. gps.

71.55 1

1545.29 46

325.51 1

144.99 1

169.75 46

2.13 1

10.29 1

335.49 46

1865.55 2

52.96 2

682.82 92

55.62 1

2.65 1

212.32 46

17.39 2

1.16 2

446.45 92I,
121.46 2

16.80 2

597.08 92

67.65 2

12.50 2

361.51 92

71.55
33.59

2.13

325.51 88.21**
144.99 39:29**

3.69

2.13 .29

10.29 1.41
7.29

932.77 125.71**
26.48 3.56*
7.42

55.62
2.65
4.61

12.06**
. 57

L

8.69
.58

4.85

60.73
8.40
6.49

1.79
. 11

9.35**
1.29

33.82 8.62**
6.25 1.59
3.92

* p. < .05 F.05 (1,46)

** p. < .01
F.01

(1,46)

= 4.06 F.05 (2,92) so 3.11

= 7.24 F
.01 '

(2 92) = 4.92
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Figure 5.1 presents the data required for the comparisons regarding

Hypothesis One. MSC Ss recalled a mean of 60.72 words and 45.68 words

from the twelve lists presented by the MSC and LSC speakers respectively.

This difference is significant (t 19.79, p < .001). Every MSC S re-

membered as many or more words from the MSC-presented lists as from the

LSC-presented lists.

FIGURE 5.1

NUMBER OF WORDS RECALLED BY LSC AND MSC GROUPS FROM
LISTS PRESENTED BY LSC AND MSC SPEAKERS

65

Number 60

of
55

Words

Recalled 50

45

40

MSC
Speaker

0MNSgbjegttb

6.LSC Subjects

LSC
Speaker

LSC Ss recalled a mean of J0.46 words and 47.45 words from the

twelve lists presented by the MSC and LSC speakers respectively. This

difference is not significant (t - -1.90). Eight LSC as remembered

more words from the LSC-presented lists than from the MSC-preseiied

lists; Sixteen Ss remembered more words from the MSC-presented lists.
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The AB interaction is highly significant (F = 39.30), indicating

that the effect of different speakers is not the same for both groups

of Ss. This is graphically demonstrated in Figure 5.1 by the differ-

ent slopes of the lines indicating recall of the two groups.

The significant AB interaction and the significant decrement in

performance by the MSC group on LSC-presented lists support Hypothesis

One. A significant decrement in performance for the LSC group on MSC-

presented lists did not occur; this finding does not support Hypothesis

One.

The main effects, A and B, although not having direct import for

Hypothesis .0ne, are of relevance to peripheral issues. The speaker

main-effect, B, is significant (F m 88.22). The combined groups of

Ss remembered a mean of 55.58 words from the MSC-presented lists, and

46.57 words from the LSC-presented lists. The groups main effect, A,

is not significant (F 2.13, p > .10). The MSC Ss remembered a mean

of 106.38 words, and the LSC Ss remembered a mean of 97.92 words from

the twelve lists presented by each of two speakers.

Source Effects

Hypotheses Two and Three concern the effects of hearing messages

which have semantic and syntactic properties which are different than

those of the listener's dialect. It could be inferred from Hypothesis

Two that the advantage of hearing a message in your own dialect would

be present at AEW0-1 because of differences in word meaning and word

frequency between the two dialects. Furthermore, it could be inferred

from Hypothesis Three that this advantage would increase as syntactic

structure was added to the stimulus tasks.
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In the data analysis, the AC (groups by sources) interaction term indi-

cates the degree to which the effect of different message sources is the same

for both groups of Ss. The AC interaction term measures the effects of both

the semantic and syntactic differences, whereas Hypotheses Two and Three

concern the separate effects of semantic and syntactic differences re-

spectively. Therefore, the significance of the AC interaction term is

necessary, but not sufficient, support for either hypothesio. Support

for Hypothesis Two would be provided by a significant AC interaction at

AEW0-1, resulting from a significant increase in recall for Ss on lists

collected from their home dialect when compared to their recall on lists

collected from the other dialect. Stimulus lists at AEW0-1 were formed

by random selection from the words provided by the two source groups and

thus contain no syntactic component.

Hypothesis Three would be supported if the AC interaction would in-

crease at levels AEWO-2 and AEWO-4. One would infer from Hypothesis

Three that the added syntactic constraints at these levels would in-

crease the advantage of hearing a message in the listener's own dialect.

If Hypothesis Three were to obtain this support, a significant third-

order interaction, ACD,wculd result from the desired AC interaction

at AEW0-1 increasing at AEWO-2 and AEWO-4.

Neither hypothesis is confirmed by the data. Figure 5.2 illus-

trates that the combined effects of semantic and syntactic differences

in the lists did not produce a significant AC interaction, (F m 1.41,

p < .25). Figure 5.3 demonstrates that the AC interaction is not present

at AEWO-1 nor does it increase regularly over the other AEWO levels.

The trend toward the AC interaction is present at AEWO -1, disappears at

AEWO-2, and is again present at AEWO-4. The similarity in second-order
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interactions over the three levels of AEWO resulted in an insignificant

ACD interaction (F = 1.25). At both levels AEWO-1 and AEWO-2 both

groups recalled more words on the LSC lists than on the MSC lists, and

at AEWO-4 this is reversed and both groups recall more of the MSC lists.

The only one of these group comparisons of source effects which is signi-

ficant is the MSC group's performance at AEWO-4 (t = 3.36, p < .01).

Mean

Number

of

Words

Recalled

FIGURE 5.2

NUMBER OF WORDS RECALLED BY MSC AND LSC GROUPS FROR
LISTS OBTAINED FROM MSC AND LSC SOURCES
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A second way of presenting the ACD interaction can provide a clue

to understanding the dynamics of this interaction. Figures 5.4a and

5.4b show that the group differences are quite constant for lists from

both sources, except for one striking exception. The fourth-order LSC

lists seem to be particularly difficult for the MSC children.
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FIGURE 5.3

GROUP BY SOURCE-OF-MESSAGE INTERACTION
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FIGURE 5.4

GROUP BY AEWO INTERACTION ON LISTS FROM
TWO DIFFERENT SOURCES
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Effects of Two Design Features

Turning now to analyses not directly related to the hypotheses,

two features of the experimental procedure can be analyzed for their

effects on the dependent variable. It was assumed in planning the

statistical test of the hypotheses that these design features would

affect both experimental groups similarly, and thus not contribute

to a spurious interpretation of the analyses.

Effects of different list orders.--An analysis was done to deter-

mine whether the two different orders of stimulus lists affected the

dependent variables, or interacted with the other experimental fac-

tors. In the experimental procedure both the MSC and LSC groups of

Ss were divided into two blocks of twelve Ss each, and a different
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list order was used for each of the blocks within a group. The data

were analyzed as a 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 analysis of variance with groups and

blocks as between-subject sources of variance, and source and speaker

of message as within-subject sources of variance. The main effect of

blocks accounted for less than one percent of the total within-group

variance (F .39). All three simple interactions between blocks

and the other factors accounted for little variance and were insig-

nificant. All higher order interactions with the block factor were

insignificant except for,the triple interaction of block x source of

message x speaker of message (F 5.99, p < .05). However, since

this interaction is of little concern in this research, it can be

argued that the effects of block differences did not affect the analyses

relevant to the hypotheses.

First and second administration.--Each S was presented twelve stim-

ulus lists in each of two settings to obtain scores on all possible fac-

tor combinations. Both groups showed a_s1ight increase in performance

fLum the first to the second administration. The MSC group recalled

a mean of 51.0 words from the twelve lists in the first administration,

and a mean of 55.4 words from the lists in the second administration.

The LSC group recalled a mean of 45.9 and 52.0 words for the first

and second administration respectively. The increase is most likely

due to the S's acclimation to the testing procedure, since the lists

are the same for both administrations. It is encouraging to note that

the change between administrations is similar for both groups. Large

changes for one group as compared to the other would have raised some

doubt as to the reliability and appropriateness of the experimental

task.
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Digit Span

The digit span test was given twice to both groups of Ss. During

the first administration, the numbers were presented by a speaker from

the same dialect as the During the second administration, the

numbers were presented by a speaker from the other dialect.

The results indicate that the speaker did not seem to influence

performance on the digit span task. The performance of bothgrotips

increased slightly from administration one to administration two. The

MSC Ss digit span score increased from 4.96 at administration one to

5.17 at administration two, and the LSC Ss' score increased from 4.30

to 4.71. The size of the increase in both cases seems to be commensu-

rate with the increase between the first and second administration of

the word lists. Speaker differences seem to have had little effect

because scores rose from the first to the second administration in

spite of the speaker differetwe9.

Digit span differences between groups are significant for both

administrations. In subsequent references to digit span, the mean

of the two digit span scores will be used. The difference between

the mean digit span for the two groups is also signfficant with

variances of .64 and .56 for the MSC and LSC groups respectively

(t - 2.32, p < .05).

Additional Factors Influencing Recallability of Lists

Further analyses were carried out in order to determine what

additional factors determined the recallability of the lists, and

whether or not these factors operated differentially for the two

groups of subjects. Three additional factors were investigated
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because they have been shown to be important determinants of verbal

recall in previous research. They are (1) word frequency, (2) form

class of words, and (3) serial-order effect.

Word frequency.--The estimated word frequency for each of the

words in the twelve stimulus lists was taken from the Thorndike-Lorge

indices (1944). It was the author's intention to relate the mean

word frequency for each stimulus list to the mean number of words re-

called from that list. This was not done, because the list' varied

so little on a word frequency index. All but nineteen of the 180

words in the fifteen lists were classified as occurring more than 100

times per million words. Of these nineteen words, thirteen were in

the LSC lists and six were in the MSC lists. But there was so little

intra-list variance that an index of mean frequency would have had

very little strength in detecting the effects of frequency on recall.

This is not to say that there were no source differences in word fre-

quency, but only that the available indices were not sensitive enough

to detect differences which might exist.

Form class.--Words are grouped into distribution classes because

of similar "privileges of occurrence" within a language. The class

membership of a word influences language processing and word retrie-

val (Brown, 1957; Deese, 1962; Semmel and Herzog, 1966). Dif-

ferences in form class recall between the two experimental groups in

the present research would be of theoretical and pedagogical interest.

All of the words in the stimulus lists were classified into one

of nine distributional classes. The form class and the frequency with
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which the tvo groups correctly recalled each word is presented in

Appendix II. A summary indicating the percentage of words recalled

correctly within each form class is given in Table 5.4.

TABLE 5.4

MEAN RECALL PERCENTAGE FOR WORDS FROM DIFFERENT
FORM CLASSES FOR MSC AND LSC GROUPS

Form Class

1. Noun
(n=37)

2. Pronoun
(n=27)

3. Verb
(n=19)

4. Auxiliary verb
(n=29)

5. Adjective
(n=19)

6. Article
(n=1.2)

7. Adverb
(n=8)

8. Preposition
(n=20)

9. Conjunction
(n=9)

4

MSC LSC
Group Group

34.8% 29.4%

32.5 29.3

33.8 28.5

21.7 22.3

28.3 24.6

32.3 41.7

15.7 14.7

25.8 25.3

31.9 26.6

It has been argued that the language of the lower social class

deals with more concrete aspects of the environment, whereas the

language of the middle class represents more abstract, logical con-

cepts (Bernstein, 1962). Bereiter and Engelman (1966) have claimed
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that the lower social class child is particularly deficient in under-

standing the logical properties of the "function" words in English.

One might hypothesize from these claims that the LSC children would

remember a higher percentage of "content" words and a lower percen-

tage of "function" words when compared to the MSC group. Table 5.4

indicaf.es no trend in this direction. The percentage differences be-

tween groups is small, and the large variance within any form class

indicate that these differences would not be reliable. Within each

group, performance is rather homogeneous across the different form

classes. In summary, form class seems to contribute little to the

recallability of words in this task.

Serial position learning most verbal materials, the

ends of a word list are learned more rapidly than the middle of the

list. A comparison of groups on this effect might suggest whether or

not these two groups operate similarly in learning verbal material.

The number of words remembered in each position by each group for all

stimulus lists was calculated from the data in Appendix II and is ?re-

sented in Figure 5.5.

The position of a word in a list seems to be an important deter-

minant of recallability. Words at the end of the list are remembered

more easily than at any other point in the list. The primary devia-

tion from the traditional U-shaped serial position curve is the depres-

sion of the first part of the curve in relation to the last part of

the curve. Beyond this, very little can be said about the shape of the

curve, because many uncontrolled factors produced heterogeneity through-

out the lists.
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FIGURE 5.5

SERIAL POSITION SCORES FOR
MSC AND LSC GROUPS
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Serial Position

The most striking feature distinguishing the curves of the two

groups is the increased advantage accrued by the MSC group over the

last four positions. Summing over the first eleven positions, the

LSC gtoup has a slight advantage which is more than offset by the big

differences on the last four positions in favor of the MSC group. The

size of the differences indicates that this finding is reliable.
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Relationships Among Recall Scores and Indices
of Educational Achievement

A correlation analysis was done to show the relation.;hip between

the recall scores and other relevant educational indices. Four recall

scores, diait span, ago, language IQ score, total IQ score, mother'

education, and father's education were the ten variables included in the

intercorrelation matrix (Table 5.5). IQ scores were available for the

MSC group only; some of the variables have missing data.

TABLE 5.5

INTERCORRELATION MATRIX FOR RECALL SCORES,
IQ, AND DEMOGRAPHIC VARIABLES

O

Cad

ri
00 0)

A

co
(.)

l4 1:14
1:/
ELI

0 0 0)
I-4 1-4

W
-4 a)

00 Cd
U
0

E-4

u
0

U)

W
w4
cd

AEW0-1 (n=48)*

2. AEWO-2 (n48) 53
t

3. AEWO-4 (n=48) 40 67

4. Total Recall (n=48) 73 89 87

Digit Span (n=48) 56 37 49 56

6. Age (n=45) 07 -01 03 03 -01

7. Lang. IQ-PMA (n=23) 36 40 29 40 30 31

8. Total IQ-PMA (n=23) 28 29 12 27 07 06 73

9. Mother's Ed. (n=41) 39 30 02 25 21 06 48 42

10. Father's Ed. (n=40) 31 32 05 25 28 05 51 52 64

* This n represents the number of Ss for whom data is available on that
variable.

All decimals have been omitted.
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The recall scores at the three AEWOs exhibit considerable independent

variance. Recall at AEWO-1 correlates .53 with recall at AEWO-2 and .40

with recall at AEWO-4. AEWO-2 recall scores correlate .67 with AEWO-4.

Within the MSC sample, moderately small correlations were found

between recall variables and IQ scores. The three recall and total

recall scores consistently correlated Hiller with the language IQ

score than the total IQ score.

The memory span of the Ss shows moderate correlations with recall

scores, indicating that the recall tasks are measuring something in ad-
-.

dition to simple memory span. The correlations between digit span and

`recall score at level AEWO-1 is somewhat higher than recall at either

AEWO-2 or 4, giving some support to the argument that the higher order

lists require abilities less dependent on memory span.

Summary of Analysis

The hypotheses were tested by analyzing some of the interactions

among four sources of variance acting on the dependent variable. Hypo-

thesis One received partial support; Hypotheses Two and Three were not

supported.

Three other analyses were made on aspects related to the experi-

mental design. The block differences, defined by two different list

orders, were small and did not interact with any of the terms used in

testing the hypotheses. The performance increased slightly from the

first and second administration for both groups. On the digit span

task, the MSC group scored significantly higher than the LSC group

but speaker effects were not observable.
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Three additional factors which might have affected the recalla-

bility of stimulus lists were analyzed. The two experimental groups

were compared to determine whether these frctors affected both groups

similarly. An index of word frequency did not have enough between list

variance to contribute information about the affect of word frequency

on recall. The form class of words did not seem to be a significant

factor affecting recall, nor did this factor affect the two groups dif-

ferently. The serial position of a word in a list seemed to be a rather

significant factor in determining the recallability of a particular word,

although each position showed a large variance. The serial position

recall curve was similar for both groups from positions one through

eleven, but the MSC group remembered increasingly more words than the

LSC group in positions twelve through fifteen.



CHAPTER VI

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Concerning Phonetic Effects

The strength and direction of support for Hypothesis'One more clear-

ly defines the effects of dialect differences on interpersonal communica-

tion. The performance of the MSC group of Ss was sharply reduced by hear-

ing a message presented by a speaker of a different, but closely related,

dialect. The performance of the LSC group was not significantly reduced

when presented with messages by a speaker with a dialect unlike their

home dialect. Both findings have some intuitive support, but the latter

finding runs counter to recent writings on the effects of bidialectical

environments (Bernstein, 1961; Riessman, 1962).

The findings seem reasonable in light of the fact that the MSC Ss

had very little previous exposure to the other dialect used in the

experimental task, whereas the LSC Ss had been continually exposed to

both the dialect of their home and the MSC dialect form. Most of the

adult figures in the school, with whom the LSC child had contact, speak

a dialect with phonetic features like that of the MSC speakers. Radio

announcers and particularly television characters speak the standard

dialect of the MSC speakers. It could perhaps be empirically demon-

strated that on many days the number of words the LSC child hears in

his home dialect is exceeded by the number of words he hears in the

standard dialect from teachers, the radio and television.
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A faLlure to find a decrement in the performance of LSC Ss on MSC-

presented lists emphasizes the importance of distinguishing between "de-

coding" and "encoding" processes. The LSC Ss encode verbal messages which

have phonetic features more like the messages from the LSC speakers than

those from the MSC speakers. But yet they uere able to decode the MSC-

presented messages slightly better than the LSC-presented lists. It is

a mistake to assume that a child cannot decode the meaning of a message

because he does not produce (encode) messages with linguistic features sin-

.

ilar to the presented message. As an example, in the case of phonetic dif-

ferences, it is a mistake to infer that because a child never produces a

postvocalic In he cannot readily understand a word spoken with a postvocalic

In In the usual case, with the one languageone dialect speaker, the

phonetic features of the decoded and encoded messages are very similar.

But the phonetic features of the encoded and decoded messages are dif-

ferent for the person who regularly hears messages from two dialects,

but speaks only one of the dialects.

Interference in communication between two speakers need not be inferred

simply because the linguistic features of their speech production are dif-

ferent. An investigation of decocii'g processes is necessary in order

to assess the effects of dialect differences. A structural description

of social dialect differences can provide clues as to possible sources

of interference, but the description, in itself, provides no definite

answers to questions regarding the language decoding abilities of a

particular dialect speaker. Based on the linguistic descriptions,

experimental situations must be devised to measure the effects of

communicating in different dialects. Using Ss from different dialects,

intra-dialect scores can be compared to inter-dialect scores on measures

of message intelligibility and message recallibility. As an example,
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a task could be devised in which Ss from dialect "one" would be asked

to verbally instruct Ss from both dialect "one" and dialect "two" on

a problem solving task. Measures of success in communicating instructions

could be calculated and intra-dialect vs. inter-dialect success compared.

Through such research, the effects,of dialect differences on decoding

could be interpreted.

The question can be raised,"Why did not the LSC group perform

better on the LSC-presented lists than on the MSC-presented lists?' The

simplest kind of answer would be that there was some quantitative, phonetic

property of the LSC lists which made them less intelligible than the MSC-

presented lists even to the Ss whose home dialect more closely matched

the LSC speakers. It could perhaps be demonstrated that there were

tone, stress, and other supra-segmental differences which increased re-

call in favor of the MSC speakers. The LSC speakers were not as pro-

ficient at reading as were the MSC speakers, and as a result the rhythm

of spoken words is not as smooth for the LSC-presented lists, although the

total elapsed time is the same. These kinds of objective, phonetic features

with the race of the examiner. Katz and Greenbaum (1963) showed that

conditions Negro college students performed betterunder mild threat

could account for part of the decrement observed on LSC-presented lists.

A second possible answer to explain the relatively low performance

of the LSC Ss on LSC lists involves a consideration of the effects of

experimenter's race on motivation and attention. To review, the examiners

were both Caucasian and the LSC Ss were all Negro. The effects of

testing Negro children with Caucasian examiners cannot be answered

simply. Katz (1964) has pointed out that in testing Negroes the type

of information given the S and the nature of the task both interact
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on a digit-letter substitution task under white examiners than under

Negro examiners. But under strong threat, the performance with white

examiners was less than with Negro examiners. It was suggested that

white examiners produced more subject anxiety than Negro examiners, but

that under mild threat conditions this increased anxiety resulted in

increased performance. but the added anxiety resulting from the strong

threat resulted in

performance.

The implications of Katz's work for the present research are not:

clear because he used college students and tasks which were unlike

those used in this research. But a probable hypothesis could be de-

veloped on the basis of Katz's work and the findings regarding Hypoth-

esis One. In the life of most Negro children, academic performance and

achievement tasks are associated with Caucasians. Negro adults are

associated with casual, less achievement-oriented settings. Thelset°

produced by the Negro voice may be less conducive to performance on

an achievement-oriented task than the set produced by the voice of a

Caucasian. A possible hypothesis is that the performance on a recall

tank will be less for Negro children when the stimulus materials are

presented by a Negro speaker than by a Caucasian, provided that the

Ss are equally familiar with the linguistic patterns of both speakers.

This research cannot, of course, be cited as support for this hypoth-

esis. But an attention or motivational factor should be considered in

any subsequent research on the effects of phonetic differences.

too much anxiety and a subsequent decrement in
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Concerning Source Effects

The two source effects under consideration in this research

correspond to a semantic and a syntactic component. The failure to

find significant interactions on these factors was perhaps due to the

procedure used to measure the effect rather than to the absence of

a real effect. Two aspects of the procedure resulted in weakening

the test of the hypothesis. First, the women selected to provide the

AEWO samples were apparently biased toward the middle social class in

comparison to the whole community. The education and occupation in-

dices for the adult sample were more middle-olass than the same indices

for the parents of the LSC Ss. Second, the AEWO procedure of collecfing

language samples produced lists which represent the subject's most

formal style. In the case of the LSC person, the formal speaking styles

resemble more closely the MSC dialect. Labov (1964) showed that the

presence of distinctive phonetic features in the speech of LSC Ss

varied according to the setting in which samples were obtained.

Speakers of a deviant dialect approximated the standard dialect most

closely when, they were asked to read word lists. From Labov's work,

one would infer that the samples collected in the present research rep-

resent a style which is closer to the MSC dialect than would be obtained

if the language samples were taken in a more informal setting.

The AEWO method of obtaining language samples was used because it

generates levels of intra-list structure which permitted the observation

of the effects of structure as an independent variable. More informal

methods of sample selection might have produced better dialect samples,

but levels'of structure are more difficult to define in samples collected

more informally.
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It might be argued that if one is interested in the effects of

dialect differences, a more direct method of obtaining stimulus materials

4

is preferable to a sampling procedure. ror example, one could select

those phonetic, syntactic, and semantic features of the dialects under

study which best distinguish between them. Test samples could then be

selected which contain these features, or, artificial dialect samples

could be generated which contain a high concentration of those features

which distinguish between the dialects under study. Subjects from both

dialect groups could then be tested on samples from both dialects in a

recall or intelligibility task, and the group by dialect interaction

analyzed. This method would have the dubious advantage of producing

more statistically significant results, but have the disadvantage of

being unable to generalize to any actual language settings. An in-

vestigation of the psychological effects of dialect differences must

take into account the "dosage" of the independent4variable if the

findings are to obtain generalizability. The linguistic differences

which distinguish between dialects may have little effect on communi-

cation as long as these differences are scattered throughout the mes-

sage. The contextual cues provided by the similarities between two given

dialects may minimize the effects of the linguistic dissimilarities be-

tween the two dialects. However, if these differences are concentrated

in one message, it could be demonstrated that the receiver would have

much more difficulty decoding the message. But this information would

contribute little to an understanding of the effects of communicating

in different dialects in actual settings.
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Some Serendipitous Findings

Four of the interactions in the four-way analysis of variance,

which were not directly related to the hypotheses, were significant

(see Table 5.3). The groups factor interacted with AJWO (AD, F = 3.56),

the speaker and source factors interacted (BC, F = 12.06), the source

by AEWO factor was significant (CD, F = 9.35), as was the third-order

interaction, speakers by source by AEWO (BCD, F = 8.62).

The most interesting interaction from the standpoint of theory, indi-

cates that the difference in the performance of the LSC and MSC groups

was not the same over the different levels of AEWO. Figure 6.1 illustrates

that the LSC group remembered fewer weds than the MSC group at AEWO-1,

but more words at AEWO-4. In other words, the LSC group seems better

able to make use of the structure in the task.

FIGURE 6.1

NUMBER OF WORDS RECALLED BY LSC AND MSC GROUPS FOR
THREE APPROXIMATIONS-TO-ENGLISH-WORD-ORDER
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A case could be made for an interaction in the direction opposite

of that which was found, that is, with the advantage in favor of the

MSC group increasing as the AEWO increased. One could point to the

literature reviewed earlier which indicates that the language of the

lower social class Negro is less erzuctured, and that his intellectual

performance on structured language tasks is far below the mean of his

Caucasian counterpart. This evidence would indicate that on a basic

skill such as memory span for words or digits the LSC group would be

at a lesaer disadvantage than on tasks which required the utilization

of linguistic structure. However, the data indicates that the LSC

children were at a significant disadvantage on the digit span task and

the AEWO -1 recall task.

The group by AEWO interaction which was found could be explained

in terms of the differences in background experience with this kind of

learning task. The Negro, LSC subject has perhaps had very little ex-

perience with verbal learning tasks which involved nonsense materials.

His experiences which most closely resemble the experimental task are

probably the rote verbal learning required in school. The MSC subject,

however, more frequently engages in word skill games at home which re-

quire the manipulation and memory of words without regard to the mean-

ing of the task. These kinds of experiences may well provide the MSC

subject with an advantage in a task like the recall of AEWO -1 lists,

but this advantage decreases as longer, meaningful phrases are included

in the task. Some support is given this explanation by an observation

reported by the test scorers. It was reported that the Negro, LSC sub-

jects tended to recall words from the presented lists in the context

of a meaningful sentence, or in a couple of cases, the words of a list
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were woven into short stories. MSC Ss may be more used to performing

nonsense tasks required in this experiment, as well as in IQ tests.

The similarity in performance at AEWO-2 and AEWO-4 fur both

groups is worthy of a parenthetical note.' Other research with the

AEWO method reported earlier indicated that adults were able to recall

a small, but significantly greater, nu ?er of words from AEWO -4 lists

than from AEWO-2 lists. With the first grade children in this research

there is very little difference between performance at levels AEWO-2

and AEWO -4. Apparently, the contextual constraints beyond two words

does very little to increase recall for these young children.

However, an Intuitive judgment on the stimulus lists seems to

indicate that the AEWO-2 lists may be easier to remember than the mean

of a collection of such lists. The repetition of a two word phrase

in both LSC-2A and LSC-2B as well as some phrases greater than two

words long in MSC-2A and MSC -?B indicates that chance factors produced

second-order lists which were particularly easy to remember. Any future

research of this kind using the AEWO method should build into the col-

lection procedure a method for controlling these factors.

The significant CD (source x AEWO) interaction (F 9.35) indicates

that differences in list difficulty for lists collected from different

sources is also not the same over the levels of AEWO (see Figure 6.2).

The fourth-order lists collected from the LSC source were more diffi-

cult for both groups than the corresponding fourth-order lists from the

MSC source. The syntax of the fourth-order LSC lists seems to be more

irregular than the corresponding MSC lists. This is probably not a

reflection on the syntax of the LSC speakers, but rather manifests the

difficulty many women from the LSC source-group had in producing the
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fourth-order strings. Often the LSC women produced sentences with rather

distorted syntaxes in order to incorporate the three-word string presented

to them. This could result in a greater source difference in difficulty

between lists at AEWO -4 than at the other levels.

FIGURE 6 2

RECALL PERFORMANCE ON LISTS FROM MSC
AND LSC SOURCES AT THREE AEWO'S
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The significant BC (speaker x source) interaction (F == 12.06) indi-

cates that Ss remembered more of the MSC lists when they were presented

by MSC speakers and more of the LSC lists when they were presented by

LSC speakers. This finding, in itself, has a rather intuitive validi-

ty based on the notion that the LSC list presented by the LSC speaker

"go together" better than the LSC list presented by the MSC speaker,

and likewise with the MSC lists. But the significant BCD (speaker x

source x AEWO) interaction (F - 8.62) indicates that this BC 41.Aeraction
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is not the same over the three AEWO levels. Figure 6.3 illustrates

that the interaction is present in strength at AEWO-2, but that the

interaction is not present at AEWO -1 and AEWO-4. Any intuitive notion

about speaker and list going together can hardly explain this distinc-

tion.

Summary of Problems in Doing Research on the Psycho-
logical Effects of Dialect Differences

Competence vs Performance.--The language competence of a person

is manifested in his language performance, but many aspects of compe-

tence are not revealed in any given description of performance. The

observer can obtain only a partial glimpse of a subject's competence .

by analyzing a particular performance. Many aspects of language com-

petence may never be observed in language output. Research which is

concerned with the pedagogical implications of different social dia-

lects in the same educational setting must go beyoud the description

of performance. Research and evaluation techniques must be developed

which assess a person's ability to understand the linguistic features

of a message.

.Styles.--People have definably different styles of speaking de-

pending on the social context. Two kinds of problems are raised by

this fact and must be dealt with by the student of social dialects.

First, if it is his purpose to obtain a linguistic description of the

language of a dialect community, the researcher will find it difficult

to obtain samples of the more informal language styles because most

interviewing situations bring out the more formal style. Second, if

the researcher intends to make inferences aboUta person's ability to

understand a message presented in a formal style, he must not be mis-

led into conclusions based on a description of the Ss informal style
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FIGURE 6.3

SPEAKER BY SOURCE INTERACTION
AT THREE AEWO'S
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of speech production. The encoding and decoding aspects of language

production must both be investigated in order to obtain a complete

picture of the effects of dialect differences.

EsIggplualati.--The meaning of a
message to a person is a function of more than just the sound prtterns

with which th *t message can be identified. To analyze the psycholo-

gical effects of dialect differences, it would be a mistake to look at

the perceiver only as an information processing machine with perception

and understanding defined in terms of the definable linguistic features

of a message. Every person has a learning history which has conditioned

certain affective responses to linguistic features. These affective

responses to language interact with the perceptual responses to deter-

mine the influence of a particular message. In this research, the

perceptual and effectual influences on the dependent measure were

confounded. In order to answer the questions of educational signi-

ficance which are related to the issue of social dialects, methods

must be found for separating and measuring these different effects.

Such information must be obtained in order to answer crucial education-

al questions such as: (1) Should educators attempt to eradicate the

non-standard dialects from school settings? (2) Should children who

speak a non-standard dialect be taught the standard dialect as a sec-

ond dialect? (3) What are the factors which facilitate learning a

second dialect by children and by adults? (4) To what extent does the

non-standard dialect speaking child understand messages presented

in the standard dialect? All of the answers to these questions re-

quire an analysis of both the perceptual and affective factors in

language learning.



CHAPTER VII

SUMMARY

The purpose of this study was to investigate the effects of com-

municating in different social dialects,vith particular concern for

making inferences to educational settings. Furthermore, the study

was intended to investigate separately the influence of phonetic, syn-

tactic, and semantic dialect differences on communication between per-

sons from different dialect communities. It was argued that dialects

are defined in terms of distributional differences in the frequency

and structure of their phonetic and semantic elements, and that a

person's ability to process natural language is directly related to

the degree to which the features of a message match the distributional

features of his own dialect. The three hypotheses stated that phonetic,

syntacttc, and semantic features of dialect differences would each con-

tribute to restrictions on the amount of information transmitted be-

tween members of different dialects.

Race, social class, and place of birth were the primary indices

used to select a group of adults and children from each of two dia-

lect populations. The group labeled LSC were 'Negro, lower social

class, and born in the South. The MSC group were Caucasian, middle

social class, and born in the East or Midwest. Fifteen women, aged

25-40, comprised the adult groups; twenty-four first grade children

between 75-87 months of age made up the groups of children.
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Language samples at three approximationsto-English-word-order

were obtained from both groups of adults. These samples served as

stimulus materials for an immediate recall task with the two groups

of children. Each stimulus list Was presented by two speakers from

each of the dialect groups to each subject. Eacitstimulus presenta-

tion was defined by three factors: (1) the speakpr; (2) the source

from which it was collected; and (3) its approximation-to-English-

word-order.

The hypotheses were tested by analyzing the amount of variance

in list recall produced by these three factors for each group of

subjects. The effect of phonetic differences, predicted in Hypo-

thesis One, was significant for the MSC group but not for the LSC

group of Ss. MSC Ss remembered less of the lists which were presented

by the LSC speakers, but there was no significant difference in the

recall of the LSC subjects on lists presented by MSC and LSC speakers.

It was concluded that the exposure of the LSC Ss to MSC dialects

through school and the mass media had developed their facility to per-

ceive messages in this dialect, and thus prevented a decrement in per-

formance on the MSC-presented lists. Those concerned with the study of

subcultural dialects should be cautioned by this data not to make infer-

ences about the decoding abilities of the dialect speaker from the

phonetic descriptions of the speaker's verbal output.

The effects of source differences, predicted in Hypotheses Two

and Three, were not clearly observable in the data. Both groups did

remember more words from lists which were collected from their home
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source, producing a nonsignificant trend in the hypothesized direc-

tion. The interaction trend was most obvious on the most highly struc-

tured lists (AEWO -4), lending some equivocal support to the contention

that structural features of the LSC lists wife operating differePtially
1.

on the two groups. Two aspects of the exrimental design worked against

the support of Hypotheses Two and Three. The adult women who supplied

the LSC lists were a middliclass biased sample of the community, and

the method of collecting language samples elicited a formal style of

speech.

Two findings not 9rectly related to the hypotheses seem worthy of

further investigation.14First, a significant group by task level (AEWO)

interaction resulted from a decreasing difference in recall performance
4

between MSC and LSC grolts as the structure of the stimulus lists in-

creased. The increased "meaning" of the higher-order lists seemed to
4

benefit the LSC Ss mor# than the MSC Ss. Second, a striking difference

in the serial position learning curve was observed for the two groups.

This finding could contribute to a description of the differences be-

tween the learning paradigms utilized by these two educational groups.
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APPENDIX I - PHONETIC TRANSCRIPTIONS OF STIMULUS LISTS

PRESENTED BY MSC AND LSC SPEAKERS

Speaker,

MSC-1--

MSC-2--

ISC-2--

MSC -1 -

LSC-1 -

MSC-2 -

LSC-2

MSC-1--

LSC-1--

MSC-2--

LSC-2--

sey

sey

sey

sey

wi

wty

wi

wi

AV

A

AV

AV

cvay ld

&111

Cayld

ca1

pimp'

pul

puwl

puwl

end wen

tan hwe n

End wen

tndz win

60

6A

6A

8A

gawn

ga
n
w
n

gawn

gawn

bvi

bArd

byd

waz

WOZ

WOZ

WOZ

dawn

dawn

dawn

dawn

List MSC-1A

6Er

6Er

ter

Gtr

nt r ar ay kornv

ntr a> kondy

nir ar ay kornv

ntr ar a' kowndv

ey aver AV

Etg awl AV

ey awr Av

ey art owf

maws

MEWS

maws

maws

tz

t Z

tz

0

fluw

fl
t

u

fluw

fluw

List MSC-1B

kAmio

kAmtn

kAmto

kAmin

tuw bra kart

tuw wt al ket

tuw wtl kat

tuw wil ket

vErt

vErt

vErt

vErt

prtti

pntt
prtti

ptrdt

List MSC-2A

saw()

sawO

sew()

saw()

saprayzed

sapraz

saprayzd

smproz
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in 60

En 6A

in 5A

in 6A

bay ay

bal ey

bay ey

ba ey

may

ma'

may

ma°

Erpleynz

a pleyn

Erpleynz

a pleynz

ay hi grin

a hi grin

ay hi grin

a h4 grin

CCr tz

vl
c Er Lim

CEr tz

vt
c Er t z

stor

stu

stor

sto

black

blmk

blak

blak
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Speaker

MSC-1-- 6a

LSC-1-- 6A

MSC-2-- 8A

LSC-2-- vA

MSC-1--

LSC-1--

MSC-2--

LSC-2--

MSC-1--

LSC-1--

MSC-2--

LSC-2--

g riz

g;lz

g;ls

STs

3oynd

Itn

3oynd

I ;n
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List MSC-2B

AbEz Ln

AbLz eu

A6;x to

Abez Ln

be

bA

6A

skuw91 tz

skuwl Lt

Oktnir t31

skuw L
9
Z

prLdi feys wez ofreyd AY velvLt and

prLtL feys wiz efreyd of vevLt mn

prLti feys wez ofreyd Av vElvkt and

prLdt feys WOz efrey d ov vEvrL a
L

n

lest

lost

last

lm st

standz

stmndz

standz

stanz

6A

bA

6A

6A

ivnLD bet

ivm at

iventg bet

ivnLn bet

nir 6A

nir 6A

nir bA

nir bi

bukz

busLz

bukz

bukz

mita

ontL
O
1

onta

enta

bikAz hi wez

bLkowz hi woz

bikAz hi woz

bikowz hi woz'

List MSC-4A

hemp Ln 8A 1LvLorum

lamp Ln 8A lvinnrum

lamp Ln 8A 1LvLOrum

la mp I n 6i 1Lvtnrum

dor wEn ay kem

do
e

hwen a kaLm

dor wen ay kem

dmda wen a keym

List MSC-4B

fol ar

fowl o

fol ar

fowl ar

wig

wive

wLe

wte

keens 1d

kmn
w
n
sl

kmnsld

kmnslt

hr
1

hwen

hr
1

fun
a
n

hr
1

hwen

hr
1

wen

6A

6A

6A

6i

bmt

bet

bot

bmt

Lmidietli

emLdlL

tmidietli

amidLli

telefon

tElefon

tElefon

tElLfon
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APPENDIX I (cont.)

Speaker List LSC-1A

MSC-1-- mi beybi am ay wey 6A beyament Gem

LSC-1-- mi lAybi am a wey b4yemnt beam

mi biybi am ay way 8A b4saent 8tm

LSC-2-- mi laybi Oa a way SSA b4yamtnt bem

. .mormg tuw kAm aw; waz mi ay

morninx tuw kAm a was miy a
.

alrnio tuw kAm aw; waz mi ay

mornig tuw kAm iwe woz mi a

List LSC-1B

MSC-1-- ar gow elAmnay 1tv kukin wud

LSC-1-- a gOwLn gow alAmbay 1Lev k4kLn wua

MSC -2 -- ar gowL0 gow alAmnay 13v kdkLo wud

LSC-2-- gOwLn gow elhmney 1Lev k4kLn wue

MSC-1 - -

LSC -1--

MSC-2 -

LSC -2 -

dawn ay MA Aelz

dawn a mAs Aez

dawn ay mA6 Akz

dawn a MAIL Aiz

a nd ay

a n a

ay

a

and

an

yuw wud

tuwy uw wud

yuw wud

yuw wud

am

aoam

am

mem

yeti.

Intl.

veri

verL

Lz

L
a
Z

Lz

a
L z

haws

haws

haws

haws

penults

persons

arents

arena

List LSC -2A

gOwL0

gOwLn

gowL0

gclwLn

may

ma

may

ma*

arm ar yuw ar

3.m a yuw a

arm ar yuw ar

oem yuw
0

yuw karat 8014 tuw

yuw Went gow tuw

yuw
went

gow tuw

yuw kmnt gow tuw
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APPENDIX I (cont.)

Speaker List LSC -2B

MSC-1-- Ln 6A howm tumArow tt LZ 801.8 LZ yuw

LSCr4-- En 61 y' howm temAra tt iz 6Is iz y
L

uw

MSC -2-- to 6A howm temOrow tt tz 6ts tz yuw

L8C-2-- En 6A howm tuatara tt 1
s
z 6L a t z yuw

,

ar yuw ar nat gow tuw

a Y
L

uw a nat gow tuw

ar yuw ar nat gow tuw
4

; yuw ; nat gow tuw

List LSC-4A

MSC-1-- tz to evrL 01.0 hi dA3 dXznt nev;

LSC-1-- sz En evrL OLD hi daz diSzg nev;

MSC -2 -- Lez ttn evrt Sty) hi dAz dAzg nev;

LSC-2-- tz to evrL OLD hi dAz dAzgt nev;

kAm bikAz Ai browk by leg wLn

kAm btkSwz Ai browk by le
t
g hwEn

kAm bikSwz I/ browk by leg hwLn

kAm btiaz Ai browk hy leg wen

MSC-1-- naw LZ yuzd

LSC-1-- new l
a
z ytwz

MSC-2-- naw tz yuwzd

LSC-2-- naw 10z ytiwzd

List LSC-4B

hy

h;

h;

h;

yet

yet

yet

yet

bAt

bAt

bAt

bAt

iiz
v

gtz

Iiz

v.
siz

dAzpt

eau
dAzant

dAzia

nev; hav enitaym for 6ts b4ybi ay

nova hmiiv Lntti-m fa 6ts beybt m

nevi hmv Enithym for 6Ls beybi ay

nev; hmv Lnttim fA 6Ls b4ybi a
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APPENDIX II - FREQUENCY OF RECALL OP INDIVIDUAL

WORDS FOR MSC AND LSC GROUPS

MSC-1A

V*
2-13

4

Say

AV
7-3
are

N
18-6
child ,

Pn
9-8
I

P
6-6
down

N
5-3

corner

Adj.
5-11
their

Pn
7-22
we

P
2-0
near

N
8-4
pool

TOTAL

A Adj P V* Adj

7-9 2-6 11-7 21-38 17-11

a our of coming my 155-109

P Adj N P AV

3-1 4-7 10-16 4-6 1-3

2. MSC-18 of little mouse to will

N N N C AV

8-7 6-5 0-0 5-4 4-8

cat airplanes end when is

Adv Adj Pn Pn Adj

10-5 16-17 24-12 28-11 32-13

very pretty I he green 155-115

A N V N P

18-27 25-32 17-23 21-14 9-11

3. MSC-2A The bird flew south in

A N AV Adj N

22-20 16-16 7-3 18-17 13-10

the chair is black gown

AV V P A N

15-16 17-10 12-9 18-14 30-17

was surprised by a store 258-239

A N V Pn P

17-22 23-26 12-7 6-0 12-8

4. MSC -2B The girls joined others in

A N AV Adj N

17-18 22-23 1-4 14-18 11-13

the school is pretty face

AV Adj P N C

4-15
was

18-7
afraid

12-11
of

21-8
velvet

31-20
and 214-204
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APPENDIX II (cont.)

Adj

6-11
5. MSC-4A Last

A
14-19
the

N
6-4

evening

N
26-13

livingroom

Adj
8-15
that

V i

10-10
stands

N P

24-19 12-8
lamp in

P A
8-11 17-26
near the

TOTAL

N C Pn V Adj

24-26 21-30 27-30 35-23 11-29
door when I came that 267-256

A N P P AV

11-15 15-14 2-1 12-1 2-3

6. MSC -4B The bushes until fall are

V Adv C Pn AV
4-2 2-1 5-8 20-25 17-24

cancelled immediately because he was

P Pn C A N

32-27 30-26 15-10 31-32 43-37

with her when the telephone 241-226

Pn N AV Pn N
5-4 23-33 2-1 9-6 3-1

7. LSC-1A Me baby am I way

A N Pn N P

11-20 23-13 3-3 6-2 11-18

the basement them morning to

V Adj AV Pn Pn

15-8 8-3 22-12 27-18 18-15

come our was me 186-157

AV V V N V

11-5 10-4 2-7 0-0 3-1

8. LSC-1B Are going go alumnae live

V AV P .Pn Adj

6-14 7-14 1-7 3-10 4-1

cooking would down I much

Pn Adv AV N N

3-1 11-6 14-9 31-24 31-23

others very is house parents 137-126
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APPENDIX II (cont.)

C

6-7
9. LSG-2A and

Pn
3-11

I

AV
2-6
am

V

7-11
going

TOTAL

Adj

2-6
my

N AV Pn ' AV Pn
2-5 19-11 23-21 21-16 23-24
arm are you are you

AV Pn AV V P

9-14
would

24-16
you

31-19
can't

35-36
go

39-32
to 246-235

P A N N Pn
12-10 13-18 6-6 4-7 0-6

10. LSC-2B In the home tomorrow it

AV Adj AV Pn AV
4-4 4-4 5-4 25-21 27-19
is . this is you are

Pn AV Adj V P

34-32 32-25 29-22 33-21 40-32
you are not go to 268-231

AV P Adj N Pn
12-2 10-5 1-2 0-1 7-12

11. LSC-4A Is in every thing he

AV AV Adv V C

0-0 1-5 3-10 3-19 20-16
does doesn't never come because

Pn V Adj N C

35-44 47-41 43-41 41-42 31-16
she broke her leg when 254-256

Adv AV V Pn Adv
2-1 2-3 1-0 4-5 0-1

12. LSC-4B now is used her yet

C Pn AV Adv AV
4-4 0-0 9-16 4-10 13-25
but she's doesn't never have .....

N P Adj N Pn
16-21 17-29 27-33 44-37 25-15

anytime for this baby I 167-201

N=Noun, Pn=Pronoun, VVerb, AV-Auxiliary Verb, AdjiAdjective,
A-Article, AdvmAdverb, P- Preposition, Ca.Conjunction

4 The first number in each pair indicates the number of times this
word wac recalled by an MSC subject; the second number indicates
the same for the LSC group. Since each list was presented twice
to each of the 24 subjects in both groupso.the highest possible
count for each word is 48.
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